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ABSTRACT

This report pxosen,:s tbe Andf..n&--; og tut-) ;:porte appointed
under the Technical .ssietancn sector of the Tfatio,is
Development Prouramma,tc: provj.de P,EtSF-2. F11CG in uater development
planning and soils p,siDeolA3 irrigation development iu Tanzania°
The e7Teri,s7 uhe were appointed. hj? the Food and Agriculture
Orsaniation of the anited Nations, ;,he emeouting agency, servod
in Tanzania from ;July 1963 ;,e .710 end of December 19682 and l:'rom
May 1964 to April 1960,

After short periods of EIDOEI in other technical oCices
of the Government, the tiro operte joined hoTnvestisat'Loa and
Plannins Bnit or the Miwistry of Y,ands, SotLlemelit and Trri6ation
Development. Much of their time gas spen in visiting Lrrigo.tion
schemes thrOULThOUt n.,7) connti, and the body of this volume Is
haced, on Lho repor itten by tho =-001:.;;2 on hese sohemea at
the request of the Government,

The report stresses tho desirability of stage-by-stage
development suited te the partioulcr requirements oE the aTea
concerned, and emphaet'; tht, as iu the case of Ismani Valley,
basic neodssuch as no SU-opl;y of va"cer for drinhiag en d for
cattle, mnot be -EaliAllad beToro embarking oa irrigation schemes.
The need for skilled 11,anpoer, -i ti practical ra.6her than academic
training, and the importaoce of manaGemet and organi2lation in
irrigation schemes, are also brou,s-ht out. Detailed practical
recommendations aro given for each o-P the nine schemes disonssed
Bihauana Mission, Kilangali, Tsmaui Valley,
MiTak-ljembe, Ccoa Puas ond Corse, ID addition toothe,Djï'Y'F;)Ti.tary
reporte on irrIgaidon 6avelopmnt for ''63AJ Cevlament of
Tanzania circe 19L56 consu?tantz, missions, fA0 and other
organizations
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ChaPter 1

INTROEUCTION

Government Request and Appointment of Experts

This report is an acoount of two assignments under the Teohnical Assistance Sector
of_the United Nations Development Programme, resulting from requests by the Government
of Tanzania for assistance in water-development planning and in soils aspects of
irrigation development: Owing to the closely overlapping nature of these assignments,
the findings and recommendations of the two experts appointed are presented.in a single
volume.

In accordance with the Government of Tanzania' request, the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations appointed Mr. C.J. Hu, an irrigation planning
engineer, to the post of adviser on tratar development planning, and Mr. D.R. Harris,
a soils irrigation specialist, to the post of adviser on soils aspects of irrigation
development. Mr. Bu served in Tanzania from 1 July 1963 to 28 December 1968, and
Mr. Harris from 3 May 1964 to 14 April 1968.

.Terms of Reference

The terms of reference for Mr; Un' were as follows:

14 To advise and assist the Ministry of i /culture in Irrigation Development.'

ii. To organize the collection of the basio data necessary for the economic
appraisal of projects being planned or developed.

iii., To undertake general appraisals of irrigation schemee.

Mr. Harris' terms of reference were:

To conduct detailed soil surveys of areas under consideration for irldgation
and to provide land use classification for potential settlement projects.

11. To investigatelas requiredlseepage and salinity and other problems arising
from irrigation development,and to provide advice on measureM for avoidance or correction.

ill. To investigate the water requirements of crops.

iv. To train local technicians in soil survey and soil analytical work.

Summary of Assignments

On Mr. Hu's arrival in Tanzania an 1.July 1963, he was attached to the Ministry
of Agriculture, where he served in an advisory capacity until May 1964, when he was
transferred to the Ministry of Lands, Settlement and Water Development. On 3 May 1964,
Mr. Harris arrived at Dar-es-Salaam, and was stationed at the Water Development Division
Project Planning Station, Ubungo, seven miles from Dar-esSalaam. While at Ubungo,
Mr. Harris was engaged in reporting on existing and proposed irrigation schemes.
During this period,assietance was also given in the,desi and equipping tof the neW
Soils Laboratory, Ubungo.
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On 21 September 1964, Mr. Harris joined Mr. Hu at the headquarters of the Water
Development and Irrigation Division in Dar-es-Salaam. Many joint investigations were
carried out and several reports were written on irrigation schemes at the request of the
Ministry. Chapters 4 to 13 of this volume are based on these reports. The experts were
assisted in many of these studies by another FAO expert on a Technical Assistance assignment
Mr. O.A. Sabry, Rural Institutions Officer.

In December of the same year, the experts joined the newly formed Investigation and
Planning Division of the Ministry of Lands, Settlement and Water Development and collaborated
with its staff for the remainder of their assignments. The functions of this Division are:

i. To indicate and organize programmes of research and data collection either
directly or in conjunction with existing research organizations or external Technical
Assistance projects.

To identify, from research findings, the most fruitful areas for development
effort.

From this, to formulate development programmes.

To prepare feasibility studies and assess the relative rates of return (in terms
of cost-benefit analysis) of different projects.

To prepare submissions for external assistance.

To analyse and evaluate the effectiveness of existing projects, in terms of
their economic and social results, so that the lessons of current experience are reflected
in the formalation of programmes and policies for the future.

To translate policy objectives into realistic, phased development programmes.

To watch the progress of these programmes, and prepare reports on the problems
of implementation.

To maintain liaison with Devplan and Treasury on all problems of forward
planning, implementation and control.

To provide general economic advice on the Ministry's work.

During their assignments, the experts also gave advice on the routine work of the
office and participated in a working party for setting up an irrigation policy for the
second Five-Year Plan.

4. Acknowledgements

FAO is greatly indebted to the many individuals who collaborated with the experts
during theieassignments, and who offered helpful advice and assistance, and especially
to the Honourable Minister for Agriculture, to the Honourable Minister for Lands,
Settlement and Water Development, to the staff of both Ministries, in particular their
Principal Secretaries, to the Director of the Water Development Division, and to the
staff of the Investigation and Planning Division to which the experts were seconded.
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Chapter 2

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Prospects and Priorities for Irrigation Development

Investigation of the irrigated and potentially irrigable land in Tanzania indicated
that there is abundant land suitable for irrigated 'culture, provided the necessary
infrastructure is made available.

The problems of salinity and alkalinity are not widespread, and can be avoided by
careful selection of the areas to be developed and by provision of drain:le systems.

For the immediate future irrigation development should be concentrated on areas
suited to the production of rice, using supplementary gravity irrigation, and on the
limited development of areas for the production of high value crops, such as sugar and
vegetables.

Development should be based on pilot areas, in which a simple farming system, using
well-tried crops familiar to the people of the area, is tested and demonstrated.
Development Should always take account of local requirements and local farming practices01/

"Vill::e Irrigation Schemes", usually based on an existing irrigated area, should be
developed wherever the local population show a desire to participate in such schemes.

Irrigation development should only be undertaken when other basic needs of the area
concerned have been met. In the case of the IEmani Valley (see Chapters 8 and 9), the

domestic water supply should be made adequate for the needs of th: population and their
cattle before any further development is attempted.

Financial Policy

It is essential that irrigation schemes should be financially viable. All such
development projects have a number of general objectives, with greater emphasis on a
specific objective, according to the particular circumstances. Normal objectives are
to obtain the highest benefit from natural resources, the highest productivity per unit
of land area, and the greatest financial rehirn. In Tanzania, where natural resources
are plentiful and there are relatively large areas of land available, the obiol aim
:should be to maximize financial return on investment.

In the interests of sound financial planning, investments in irrigation kchemes
Should be handled by a special body, such as a water resources council. Within this
body, responsibility Should be centralized, and supervision should be mainained over the
financial management of the schemes. A revolving fund could evenLually be set vp, when
a sufficient number of schemes is involved; for the present, however, tbo esseaial
requirement is to maintain a realistic estimate of the total funds available for sucb
schemes, as a basis for planning.

This point is well illustrated in the final report of the Special Fund Project "Survey
and Plan for Irrigation Development in the Panganì and Wami River Basins" seo also

Appendix 1 below, Summary of Reports on Irrigation Development in Tanzania,



Skilled

The requieeineut for ohileed oenpoeee 4:or irrigation development in Tanzania is
coesidereble. ITeperionced, trained men are needed not only for irrigation engineering
and fo]2 the soils aud agroaomj.e aspects of the schemes, but for management. At the
sane timev there ie e lack of teained mea to fill lower and middle-raeking poste,such
as that of foeemae or eneineer'o assiotaat. There io e need too for trained soil
sueveyere oe' L;eadeete loqe1 to head soil survey teams.

The 'eeter Development and irrigatioa Division is endeavouring to overcome these
deficieneios thvoueh treiaiue progeammes. Fi-ce students are at present studying for
the Be,.SEaeth Scieeoeu deeree at Depsala, Saeden, and they will help to fill the gap.
But laegereeele training Programmes at ali levels are needed. In future training
programmes it io recommended that the following pointeibe considerea

iu Tteainiag ohoeld never neglect the prectical aspects of the work which
future teained technicians will ha ve to perform. College and office training should
always be supplemented by eractical work in the field.

iiu The training Proeremma should be de ieeed to keep pace with planned develop-
ment, so that the trainees can be employed usofUlly as soon as their training is com-
pleted end so that adequate numbees of trained men are available in time for each
planned development ehaso.

iIfLO Every effort ahonid be made to ensure that trainees, once trained, oontinue
to work: ie aztional irrigatioe development schemes. The remuneration for the work and
prospects for promotioa ohould be sufficient to encourage them to remain. Training
involves a considerable investment which uill be lost if the pay and conditions of
work are poor, and the trained men leave to find work elsewhere.

4. Existin on Schemes

4

The expert visited and reported on a largo number of irrigation echemos which had
been built by Government over the last fifteen years.

Table 1 shows a list of such schemes, and indicates the amount of work to be done
and the problems that All have to be overcome if these and similar schemes are to
become productivo.

In only a few cases are there soil limiting factors. Kalimawe and Naururu are
the only sites in Table 1 where the expert considers the soils to be unsuitable for
irrigation. In each case, the soils are highly saline/aikaline with the added cam-
plicationeof a high salino water table under much of the Kalimawe area)and shallow
soils at Nauruxu.

In the past the selectiou of the areas to be developed was probably Influenced
by the eeeSenoo oe treditional irrigation d the ease with which water could be
supplied at eon:Land leeel. Often very little was done in the way of eoil investigation
duving the planning and eueetructioe of those schemes, but as the local irrigators
Wel'a usualle eoed jueges of soi17,thio lach of investigation did not affect the outcome
much.; bu-,; <woe tho iaeL.easod water supply iras misused and wasted,the problems of
dreinage aud ulak ai s0Anii,y buildup became apparent in many places.

In Table leit eau IA.:, soon that almost every acheme is lacki* in management.
It cannot be stresaod too etronely how inportant management and discipline are going
to be in the futuee EC,Q0101DM012 eZ iu the country.



Table 1

IRRIGATION SCHEMES

Fame of
Irrigation

Scheme
s r Water Supply

Cost
to

date
Improvemen

coste
Cost/
Acre

1. IKOWA Dodoma Gravity below Dam

2. MLAII Moregoro Gravity from Mlali R.

3, KALENGA Iringa Gravity from L.

4, KISIWANI Pare Gravity from Kiiwpni

.TIV0 Lushote Gravity from Umba R.

6. KILANGAII Kilosa Gravftty from Miyombo R.

7. NLOLO I Kilesa Gravity from Mwega R.

8. MLOLO II Kilosa Gravity from.Mwega R.

Sh. T.

1

Sh. T. Sh. T.

157 575

706 300

400 000

R. 82 820

338 900

N.A.

20

17

540

100

400

600

000

600

000 133

500 100

000 900

000 200

000 400

000 600

000 1 000

000 600

Remarks Acreage

Built by W.D. and I.D. in 1957, 150
never properly utilised. Area
of good soil limited to 150 acres.

Built by W.D. and I.D. in 150s. 175
Limited water. Drainage and
management needed.

Built by W.D. and I.D. in 1960. 600
Area limited to 600 acres.
Drainage, flood protection and
management needed.

Built by T.D. and I.D. Ueir only. 500
Limited dry season flow.
Management End distribution
system needed.

Luilt by 17.D. and I.D. in 1960. 1 000
Distribution sys'6em and
managenen.6 needed.

Built by Agrio. 1948. 1 000+
Headworke, disribution system2
flood control and management
needed.

Headworks, river stabilization, 1 000
distribution system and
management needed.

Headworks, distribution system
and management needed.



Name of
.IITigation

Scheme

9. NAURUMJ

O. GONJA

Water Supply

Same Gravity from

Same Gravity from Itemera R.

OTAL Shs, 3 307

1/ Combined with Hy4roeleotric generation.

Table I (continued)

6

3 980 000 5 400lf

720 000 2 400

600 000 600

700 000 700

200 000 300

400 000 400

280 000 700

600 000 1 500

13 257 500

2 400 000 T55T Pumping and headsrorks
distribution system, storage.,
flood control, drainage and
management needed.

ZOO

140 - per acre average price TOTAL 11 25

a Dam

Gravity from Mbalizi R.

Gravity from Dais

Gravity from Mombo R.

1

346

141

134

200

150

920

Cost
to Improvement Ces t/ Remarks Acresge

date coste Acre
Sh. T. Sh. T. Sh. T.

Drainage and distribution 700
system, storage and management
needed.

Roadworks, distribution. 300

Built by W.D. and I.D. in 1955. 1 000
Field layout, flood control,
land consolidation and
management needed.

New weir, main oanal, distribu- 1 000
tion system and management needed.

Built by W.D. and I.D. in 1957. 1 000
Abandoned: requires rehabilitation.
Management needed.

Land consolidation, distribution 1 000
system and management needed.

Built by W.D. and I.D. in 1958. 400
Drainage, distribution system and
management needed.

Under construction by W.D. and I.D.
Management needed. 400

LA. Mbulu Gravity from Gordon R. N.A.

UTENGULE Mbeya

14. MANG0

KAIIMAWE Same

MOMBO

Singida

Lushoto

NTANZNA Iringa Gravity from Itemera R.

12. URG CHINI Moshi Gravity from Rau Swamps N.A.



The soil /and classification system established by tho Soil Conservation Service
of the U.S. Department of Lgriculture and the Irrigation Land Classification of the
TJ.S. Department of the Interior Bureau of Reclamation,should be followed when
'evaluating land for irrigation development.

5. ure Sois Surve s fo on Develo,pment



1. Ci Conditions

1.1 distribution

lACKCROUND TO

Chatter 3

AcooTearg to the moan annual rainfall in;

ATION D

on all data up to 1965 and

12 The need for ation as related to mean annual rainfall

Areas with ovo r 800 mm mean annual rainfall could be Toughly said not to
need any irrigation foz the crouth of crops. The total area of this category is only
2 477 square miles oT only 0.73 percent of the total area of the country, and is mainly
high mountain slopes.

The areas bet7.7eon 1 el00 MD and 1 8061.are mostly located on Lake Vicoria, in the
Kilembero Valley and in the Kilimanjaro clad Pare mountains. The total area is 5 044
square mile° oT 1.5 percent of the total area of the country. Even in this area)there
in como drought due to the erratic nature of the rainfall. The major portion of
cultivable land 'Calls in the categories between 1 000 1 400e 800 1 000v 600 800
and 400 600 11011imetres bioh Tepresezt 'about 17.8, 45.79 l7.4 and 15.6 percent
respectively as nhomi 11). tile aboyo table. "

publishea tho Coyernwent
shoun in Table 2,

i;) 1966v mean annual -:.11 by area in

Tabl BY W

Tanzania is as

Percenta e of
IL aalla-p2211211 total area

Over 2 600 196 0.06

2 200 2 600 331 0.10

1 800 2 200 1 950 0.57

1 400 1 800 5 044 1.50

1 400 60 893 17.80

800 1 000 155 976 45.70

600 800 59 660 17.40

400 600 49 500 14.60

200 400 7 600 2.27

TOTAL 341 150 100.00



The area between 1 000 - 1 400 ow ()" mean rainfall con tic: cul'Avatod with natural
rainfall, but without lerigation periodic droughte aro unavoidallo,

The bull': of the cult\Table lana falTh withip the limits from 600 - 1000 of mean
rainfall. Dry-land cultivation La these areas isencraa- involves some risk, and
frequent droughts o-D varying severity 021tii (1.7:pected. Under traditional l'ou-coat
production, the effects of such droughto are coaep,isd as part of: the peasant' lot.
But if ho is to increase his capital at rink,by loans for rertilizer; imprevod seed,
equipment etc,, tho offecte of drougnt may be financially crippling.

1.3 :cainfal 3tribution

Dry-land crop productioel uailoa to of '64o TIQFJ oV:anwkila
Although the actual rainfall pattern Tiailoo ani.te throughout tho aolan;,iT
the general caiufai3.oattorn la as follows,

During Decemberothere is in general a short rainy period, folloued by a co;ab

period in Pebivary) March° April, May is the season of heavy rains. A long dr,:a period
occurs during the months Juno to UoTember. In very genora:1 termri. thoreforer the
period DocemberJune is the planting period° 'Cu/tivators usually Plantin Decembox,
when tho first rain comes, and harvest in Juno or 3n1T.,. But tbo rainfall la treow.312-
tent. It varios from place to place and from year o yoaf, Í11 the harzes.6e b-fo tn
depend on the weather. FOT instv:sco,in 'Cho ea7orage about onerb in
five years the rains fail to come in time and a drought year reaoltso
is Ana not 0=4, able'to put an appreciable amount o..0 additional land into productivo
use but also eliminates the adverse effects of drought in oreas of aainfcd cultivation,

2. n Tans

Irrigation has been Practiced in Tanzania as far bach as history cap trace,
The nou defunct)elaborato canal system on tho lower slopes of Oldonyo Longai In
Masailand uas built by the agricultural Sonjo tribe during pre-European days. The
irrigation system practised on the slopes of Kilimanjaro dates back also to pre-
European days in this country. The Wambunga system o-f rice cultivation In the
Kilombere Valley is as old as the trLbe itself. Other notable irrigaion systems have
been developed in the Usambaras, Pares, Suknmaland vAld TUkuyuo

In the lower river basins, people have practised flood plain cultivation by flood
irrigation since time i emorial, notably in the Lower aufiji Lower Bui and Centro.'
Wami areas.

Government Participa ,t7ppn Develo

3.1 Early .sphemé7

Recently, about 1955 the forrar division (:): Dc-u.o1opAenis
to include irrigation under what was then the Miniatry oZ Agricolture '211in the:

start of Government participation in irrigation dovelopmento Daring lie period tha;
the Water Development sud irrigation Division (U.DoTeDo) was attached to the Minstr,,,,
of Agricu1ture3quito a feu irrigation echemes were conctructed; Falange, L'OCj.,
Ikowa, Kalimaue, Utengulo and Urn Chini are examples. The5, uere built 7rj°01, thc: oov2_o

that irrigation schemea could be properly managed by loaal anthoriti.ea

agricultural officers uho bad little or no 1:nowledas of irrigated (31-01. *0.,,, r!:71

reasons for the failure of these schemes ;;;X'0 muliplc, no coorLination

between the implementing and managing agencies. The se!komes, once jmn2emented, were
pu t into the hands of people uithout any (3::oerienoe ip Secouc{T he
initiative was always from tbe farmers themselves, Thi.;-d9 there. U2,3 00 p.!.sa7lo0.

9
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organization. No rules were laid down for settlero. Fourth, there uan no Coveaument
agentresponsible for overall development. Mino reanoas worotpoor onglaeoring, silt
problems, failure to provide for a diotribution oysi,cw. Yo,o1.: of proper soil

investigation.

3.2 aorEánization of res onsibilit for ation develore

In April 19649 following a Government reorganization, tho U.D.T.Do raEl

transferred to the Ministry of. Lands, Settlement and Water Devalopmeutv cna 7no shca:god.
with unified responsibility for irrigation development. W0D010B., auare of the failure
of most previous schemes, uas very cautious about implementing new ochemos. In the
period from April 1964 to the ona of 1968,two main steps were taken, which are described
below

303 Reor anization prnArali, Ipation scheme

This scheme had been run foD2 four years (1960/64) by tho Tanganyika Agri-
culture Cooperative with little success. In April 1964, W.D.I.D. took over the scheme
and reorganized it. The scheme is now under the direct control of W.D.I.D. staff,
operating as a Government farmo paddy is the main crop, and paid labourers are employed.
The yield of crops has improved considerably during this period. A yield of 22 bags
of paddy to the acre was obtained in 1966/67. The cultivated area has been constantly
increased from about 500 acres in 1964 to 4 000 acres in December 1968.

3.4 Mombo irrigation scheme

Mombo scheme was carefully invosti:tod aad designed; 200 acres were
constructed during the year 1966/67 and subsequently planted with paddy rice. A yield
of 15 bags of paddy to the acre w harvested during the year 1967/68.

4. Organization,

Irrigation development in Tanzania may be organized in one of the- following
ways%

4.1 Government statE

The Government is o_ner 44d carries all responsibility for failure or
success; there is practically no local participation in the farm, except in the context
of the employeremployee relationship. The returns as well as the losses, will all be
directly borne by the treasury. The advantages of state farm management are:

i. Centralized management i.e more easily achieved through the Government mad
managerial problems are reduced to the minimum.

Improvements in production are more readily attained with central Govern-
ment support.

Services and supplies auch as seed, fertilizers, mechanization, marketing,
extension etc., needed by aatellite settlements around the state farm,oan be oupplied
much more efficiently through the state f

However, there alea afew problemo which should be borne in mind ana solved in a
practical way. Por instance, the general accounting and auditing systems are based on
administration and are not viable for farm management. More flexible procedures and
regulations are needed to meet the daily requirements in the field.
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Fr:ho i7aemeee e:ee oegellieu into eeeperatiqe beey at their OWD will. hey
OX,7, ZXV") to operate on Uteie 3.010i72( 705.YrillE; out thejr CriTa farming programmeoo
formnlatimg their own mc/tLi:,(.; QLF:100., They eouldotharefoeeicaery alone the fraito
o bnedenn of 27.1.0C;O2S OZ £a: l' The :0C/OVIllr:: aed losses will all accrue direetly to
them and,thero'Col-e,ual 7:to co:fect on the treasury,

This is the method most generally adopted foP irrigation development throughont
tu woeld. The Government lc responsible only for investigationpplanningo designo
eousieelction"and financing of the ochemeo and turn° over the running of the scheme to
the cooperativo who in responsible for management end for repayment of the capital
jnveotment,according to the policy lc,ia down by the Government.

The main problem is the difficulty of orgenizing cultivatern into a propev
cooperative which can be run efficiently. Recently the Government of Tanzania has
devoted its efforts towards social communal development an a village asis0

La far as irrigation schemes are concernedo which require strict discipline d

adherence to cultivation schedules. a pro-cooperativo transitional period io deemed
necessary.

4.3 Satellite settlement

The idea of satellite settlement around the state farm in logical and Bound.
It should be applied to medium and largo irrigation ochemes. The ultimate pattern of
organization for these satellite settlements should be either cooperativo or communal.
The participation of the Government during the initial stage lo deemed necessary and a
joint management for this period lo required.

Howevero the management set-np eould be alfAxento as most of the help on emperi-

mentso researcho emtensionso marketiago credit:cad mechanizationpote.) can be obtained

from the nearby state farm. Less managerial staff iu therefore needed. Tho management
would consult uith the nearby state farm and would be a tind of sub-station of the

state farm. Consequently,the managerial cost would be eat down to a strict minimum.

5. Settlement Policy

The five-year development programme for settlement lists 74 new pilot settlement

schemeso each costing ni150 000 fo 50 ..,707L,FR01,0 These eehemes heve been distributed
over the countryo with 'little regee0, to the eeede and priorities for each region.

Cash crops for these schemes eere also )..loted eeti3 iusuffeient conoideeation for the

demand. and the economics of t11eir peodnetlen.

)era or pilot set

settlement pro

i. Fixing of priorities an:

Propoe d careful seleetioe 0:7 cash Qa:0122 ìe9.03t10000. or oaob,

with due regard to the economice eeel t:iee potentialities ef produetj.oe,

Reconsidering the op eit eded fee

i7. The number d the eel .ion proce. .es of the

It V
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B.ousing o.S: the schemes should be of the same standard as a noimai-iaimer's honeo
in Tan,..6alda YI:te2-aal capital oxpenditare oa housing should_ bo avoided9 aaa should not
comnet;o T1 11 production toolo .Loe.ractors or other agricultural ecluipment. Sottiors
zliould only earn better housing as they increase thei2 income through uorh OA tac,
sohems. Capitnl. e.::ponditure on housing could be reduced to a Millirilllla as ample local
builfttag materials aro availablo near most of tho schemes.

La& of fundz proTed to bo oup of the maia sotback 'Lo the cl::ecnion of '6hie »ear's
se-tImen..;; programme. Tho C.V.S» should seek other sources in coot,eration with nts
Treasury Loans from the Cooperativo Bauk9 especially in ¡Ale caso of coePerative
settlements, would probably maho substantial coltribuiono 'Lo the -progTamme.

(he Cooperative Bank9 through its supervision co c:-.Doncl.iluro on tho loans9 uould
cheek constantly ou overoxpendiimre, and on the economics of 'Lite schemes. Ldvice
should be in favour oa7 supplying all financial assistance to tac, sett3ement chouos,
even o.!:iginating from tho Treasury through the CooPeratiwe Lanis,

The d.V.B. is eTa ad:visory board on settlement. J:t C.10CY'OVC; i the Division for
Settlement. 2.14.3 settlement schemes trill be fomed 1v coopera;;ives nd run ou a commor-
cial basis,' a syocial accountingesstem has to be worked out to olear the demarcation
betweea pabliu (C.V.S. and D.S.L.:/.1,alid. Privately OTTila. fundo (Settlers'). ft is obvious
Lhat tue accounting Lystems must bo omployear,

s. The 0.V0S0 and the D.S. uill operate through the Government accounting system,
and would act as nn advioory and lending agent to the settlement schemes, debiting to
their accounts the cost of services that have been extended to the sobemos.

b. The settlements will use tho cooperative accounting systen and would!op.a,:y to
tho C.V.S. and D.S. the cost of the services that have been extended to themL, The
benofitc Jill be credited Lo each o2 tho settlers according o his production0 I is
very important that each settler should always knoll his financial position aad the
amount of his debt or credit.

The relationship between the advisory and the lending agent C.V.S. and D.S.))
and the settlement scheme must be clearly defined along the laws of land tenure, and
the cooperative rulos for settlements.

The Government, in the case of pilot or other settlement schemes, has been extending
loans and technical assistance to the settlero, so that production on these schemes will
be organised and geared to achieve transformation in agriculima-c., Therefore it should
be ensuredlthrough the laws and rulos binding the settlers, that transformation in
agricultural production Nrill be achieved and maintaiaed on these schemes until such
time as Covnrnment loan," are repcid0

Plana for most of the pilot settlement schemes have originated aud are o_Kocuted
through 'Le H.Q. o2 the Division of Settlsment. Local requests should be given more
attention, aad the planning of tho schemee should normally orjginate from the regions.
Examples eE'succossfti local settlements are numerous, and if provided with oinlmum
assistancetuight prove more economical than the totally assisted pilot schemes.
This calls for a complete economic and technical appraisal for settlement schemes
which are Presently under development. Sisequently it might be more beneficial for
Lhe country if assistance were extended .;36 local settlements rather than to highly
capitalised pilot schemes

Commission for Village Settlement
bivf,sion of Settlement
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Chapter 4

SSION GRA.PE I GAEE0N

10 -Geno-..-'2

FiN yeera agolthe Roman Catholic Mission at Dihawana J.od illue Growing in the
mission-allocated c're 5rri proved to bo very successful. The Miss.Yom intends to
expand the area. Throe wells 'ave been auc on ,he left bculr. of the rah:J-117.2DR flvc tO
abstvae-t Tato: two o;: -;[].em are ProTi.ded with pumpinG eqpiPmento The wells aro
connected with collection pipo Unos aud,to some es-Ttent,pro'Dldod with ?iltees in theriver beneath tho ground lovelo Eouovor, the yields of thOCIQ PUMpO c7r0 rathor low;
2 000 Gallons per hour for one anct 1 000 gallona per hour for the other during the
dry season. Deducting the water used for the whole Mission community (about 1 000
Gal/hour)Ithe remainder which could be onpec;;ed for irrigation Purposes lc very limited.
Up to the present,only one acre of grapee has been planted,

Ou 9 June 196A, during a conversation between tbe Roma21 Catholic Bishop and
?.Ir o Shaw, then the Rog'ional Uater Engineer, the Bishop atated that n15 000, Italian
funds, wore available to provide an irrigation pcheme at Bihawana. The Missioa asked
U.D. and -.1:0D0 to put forward a ScheMo to use thia money to the best possible advautage0

2. Water Renui

2.1 De ation

The Dodoma Listrict is 7 _ea with en average rainfal
tho limiting factor ..or i:7rigation ls tho availability or -water, as
precious in no area. The Mission practices orchard lrrigatio7.1 for --
water requirement for one appllcatiou la 12 000

0.53.

According to Father John, the Mission applied thro applications during the
dry seasop only So the total water requirement ia:

0.53 inches i3 1.6 inches

The very lou application of water in due to very careful and eoonon.s application
of water practised by i:J0.0 Mission.. The no al application should be five

applications with 15 000 Gal/ac each.

16
12

3.3 inches

3. Economics of the Scheme

Average production of grapes at Bihawana at present is 2 000 lbs per acre per

crop or 180 gallons of wine. For-two crops a ye., that is 4 000 11)0 grapes or 1 600

bottles of wine 1 litre capacity).

inches;
ter is
leso Tbe



4 000 z 2 -
1 600 z 6/-
The pl ting cos

41!
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Shs. 8 000/- arape
9 600/- wine

is estleee, £50 or She. 1 000/-.

The benefits to be derived by irrigation of crops such as eineo are eurficient to
justify considerable capital ceependitteee9 uhere tbe oupply of uster is extremely limited.

On the other handlany irrigation E:1 peasant craps,such as maizeis not economically
recommendable duo to very eeepensiw capital investm6nt'involved.

Topogralihy

The catchment of the Dihauana river above thu proposed irrigation ores lies to the
uest of the Dodoma-Iringa road9 about seven milee from Dodoma. The steep granito hill°
rising to 600-700 feet above the river bod to the north and south are drained by a
series of gulliee into the sandy river bedp forming a catchment of eleven square miles.
Theso hills aro covered by low thorn oceub which Jo used as rough graeing by the local
herdsmen.

On the level cites along the north heel: of the rivnthere rt7.7Q several chombas and

cattle bomae. Grope include maize and millet (seed e.ating birds ara past)..

.22212a

Tho crea is dominated i.):v the 3.111.1!cil ur hcqi1L)sioaA :111.11 is built.

The proposed L.Igatio area Vo312 to:u 2f.Joi; of the hill

and partlee on alluTial mate

There aro several eutcrops in oi.tnhn, majnly -Z.Inc.;

gri;;ty caiicbc with ncA.2. c.re tas :(Atn e-Jwc,c1 lyinc
under the -,iunr r...:171a in -ele,eee,

The eel le along both ban.17, havn C):11:"At -1;]2..)

of the ri 1.03.7 in the past. The o he [2 1,1-1.11(jon V11
undulatkee strata of elov °VOX' a200!:, 7,1L'y /),1) ,21f1oy, oz riverino r;and

nearby vbich could bn used ..;nr nndnrcroun0 emyriocC6cd no )».7cson

course.

Bemmination of 1i k1cOi v1:11.:;43 i;n rc,oi;h 91Acm0. 'c.be the uoil
pattern is very comple7: and the -6ater tablen rvrn n vca7 OcTnaj.rden in depth over
a short horip..onal. disLance,

The area that, is used an n aL TRTS.C27 ).0 (»! 1:% soil types. Tho first
which eztonds oTer mucb of the proposed area is a sondy 0,1ay loam (7.!5 Kt 5/4 brown)
lyins on ciltw clay o-ver uchint-alY:e1:Ao."rial in an advanced sace eS' decomposition.
Tho other coil soon tras a clacly ct107 (10 .Z11 -:. 5/2 bne,:a1) foxming in slial from the
underlyins rock. This could be considorecl as the o:,:treme shalle-zr phase of the first
soil for irrigation purposes. The 7innu cia not she:4 nny differences when planted in
the different soils types a they aro ploued in pito 1 metro deep, and back-filled
with n mnde-up soil containing ca;.1,1 dunt:.
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. Hydrology

7.1 Rainfall

"tda,D.'ob.

;rah C

17 C,A1F "i";

0e

De (4, e4-krtl) 4"; 4:

River Flow

Duration.
MaXiliBUM 0
Average

Approxima.te disc

Average of tire- .,;) inches

7.2 River flow

No hydrological records reL;axcl:, .-).» 'Uf,hao,-2. :al- eio
The Bihawana River is non- perenni aild J '-'0mer, a ye2:0

during the rainy season; only 0414].0 0°' 'iw'r.) ; ;,.ccordLig

Mission:

R.2.-pei ct li c

Depth o-;::

"floI ocî"

river

Table 3.
RKETt'PCL''''
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bar u

y; :..o(:ny-:;rc.,:90 of Ohe ford had 54

of0,45 ft/hr was obtained

-ihawena Fver

i:ci; for Bihawana Scheme,
lce:,11-.Cece water is available.

;v19-;;;f:;d. due to the fact that
the

The -g;c),:m;;;C- ,;-,;15h of!..po.(5e collec'Gor,with perforation
c.,floala be 9 inches in diameter and

rAop 'C '%(+.!'ç .,-2:7stiug well. The well would act
"-;r- - o

11(-Jat.i.1 ground sand level
L;ollection from the sand

Th? 'o:1J 17fh . 'our to :Am filter pipes, placed
alo;Jg These zou i . 4., 6 inches in diameter
FGCO51 W YW;7;,cc,

The . ,er r Aded in gravel or stone to a depth
of 2 ft c i , ..;;opec.;:d. is 50 ft.long.

8.2 '

volume e.-9-.4:11c.'n1:;,. Length of the river between the rock
3 r -,:r) 0 t, 000

owad 200 ft and the depth is 10 ft

this sand reservoir is water:

6.2 24 800 000 gal.

be - -,:%b--,-Paction2 What is the effective
poblem. Factors to be

a

- 'he water to the surface,
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5.70

800 000 L-

7 54)0 000

on 10 h
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8.3
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' auc to 'bho sandy

only, the storage ia

percent of the
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'e that 30 percen of

on parposes. That is

apacity is:
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Estimated five applications of irrigation of 15 000 gal/ac
.01,Aus1 Lod

The possible

5pc! Jo°.
67-)7)

Pumping capacity te-

';ar) r f,`
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2.4 Vegetation

The vegetation of the Kilangani area way- be classified as Valley Grassland9
trees occupying less than 10 percent of the ground and subject to seasonal flooding.
(Gillman Amer: Geographical Review 1949). The air photos of the area show that the
trees tend to grow along the lines of present emd older, now buried,river courses.
The slight ridges between the river courses carry an open grassland with Acaciasspsi
the most abundant shrub or tree. Of the vegetation along the riversl,the most conspic-
uous species is the palm Thyshánae.

The wetter areas and those areas now under the influence of irrigation have a thidk
cover of perennial grasses and herbs with the sedge 'Cyperus rotundus; nut grass ia.very
common. This is a troublesome weed especially under irrigation.

The whole area has been modified by the seasonal fires that spread across the area
during the dry season, these fires seem to originate from the Kkata swamps and the small
area of shambas around Kilangali village.

2.5 Soils

Over the greater part of the area the soil is a deep, dark greyishbrown,
cracking sandy clay of alluvial origin having a low permeability and of moderate ferti-
lity. There is no evidence of widespread salinity or alkalinity, but small areas are
apparent locally. The analysis of nine profiles submitted recently shows that all
samples are nonsaline (U.S.D.A classification (E.00 less than 2 millimhos per cm)).
Seo Table 4,for details of rnalysis. Calcium Carbonate concretions are found at depth,
and base exchanc results show that both phosphorus end potassium levels are low and
crops will benefit from app)iortim,ls of P K fertiliser.

2.6 Drai:
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As the permeability (); '6he soil ir ona Olo ora rather flat, parts will
be flooded followtn,3 ralaF oner :parts w-i31 bc; Flooded_ by the riser rising over the
river banks. As the fall of tha ta,)a ir S. towaTde rIverpthere will be a
tendency for the -uooa batnr move in tha -,:.Aoss prevented by local topo-

graphy.

2.7 R 1

The nearest rainfall station to the Kilawzali area is Kilesa9 16 miles to the
N.W. The records extend over 40 sears 1922-62, See Table 5 Tho rainfall follows the
general pattern in Tanzania: the ueL season starts in Tiovember and ends in Nay and the
dry season runs from May to Cc beber. It ie to be noted tlia-t witb r-o average rainfall-

of 1 011 mm and a minimum recorded. 745 MN Ule area should no be considered arid.

There are two upstream rainfall stations in the catoet of the Miyombo, Madizini
Estates and Ulaya, covering a period of 1e7) yea2s and yea respectively.

2.8

A gauging station on the Miyombo was set up in 1951. Records were tept from

November 1951 to June. 1959,with a gap in readings from Octo7ssr, 1953 4) April. 1954)
and during January. 1956. The Station uas closed in 1959.
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The flow figureo arc only approximate,cstimated from 5 gaugings: one in 1951v two
in 1952, one in 19539 ouo in 19550 The maximum flows are only for the river channe14
they do not allou for flows aboyo the bank level.

The river bcalk immediately upstream from tho off-take is only 8 feet higher than
ethe river bed. It ern be assumed thalaapart from a feu very dry yeare,the river has
spilled over the.b during the rains.

51102A earth cut loada water from the river into a oluice consisting of four
2 foot diamotre gated pipes enelosod in masonry. These discharge into 3 concrete-lined
channel sectieu,60 foe6 lenc,loadinu to the main earth canal about 5 mile4 long.

3imple 'ir of otono-allod baskets built across the river just downstream of
th) 7 J.7-in out is nou baal7 (imaged. The present structure of atichs and stoneo is
holding up a 7a, 7T small hoo,a os: ratr and the neeat halgh flood will probably wash most
of it away.

Tho main canal does not command tho land near the river through which it passes.
Soso years agothe river broke into the canal about 140 yards down from the headwork)
and tbe canal waa deeply scoured and videned. It now looks more lihe a small river bed
with deep, stoop banles. This meana that the water does not roach command level for
considerable distance (1_011u the canal.

The canal is poorly maintainedv heavily overgrown with grass and reeds and badly
d aged in places, poseibly by cattle)although no cattle were seen at the time of our
visit. Some of the breaks in the bank have been repaired by the local faal4ers.

4. Cul:94 mca,. used

The rice ooed is broadcast over the land following cultivation and watering
in November-Decemberv and the crop is watered every 10 days unless the rainfall is
sufficient. The water is flooded over the land from crude secondary canals. There are
no Cates or pipe outlets. The farmers have to break into the bends and replace the
soil after each irrigatieu as a result there are many wet patches and leaking bunds.

From the appearance of the crop at harvest)it was clear that little weeding had
been done and the stand of ..cice over largo part;s of the area was poor as a result;
also uneven waterinG led to patchy grouth.

Date Yearl 'n0 Water level and Flow cueces Yoar1r Max. Water level and Flows cusecs

Nov. 1952 1c,60 2 4.5.52 8.10 700
Nov.
Doc.

1952
1952

1.50
1.10

-;rnaa
29

-.5053
8.5.55

5010
700o

275
500

Uar. 1953 1.20 32 3.5.56 8.50 750
Doc.
Wan..

1954
1955

1,0
120

37
32

1904057
31.3058

8.80
9.20

800
900

Dec. 1956 1070 37 13,3059 8.00 700
Nov. 1957 1.90
Nov. 1950 /A0 33



Harvesting is by Y.a:ad, the ears are cut off and the straw left
are stacked for dryina; a:Ad - hrashing by hand.

There were two selfpropelleC_ combinea on the area bu t both bero unserviceable.
The cost of transporting these machiaae0o harves.0 only a part of the acreage,vas
probably not justified economically.

Following harvest, no other cultivation is done until the next season!sland prepara-
tion for the paddy. But this yearia small part of the paddy was ploughed after harvesC
with the idea of growing a dry season crop under irrigaion. The land in our opinion
was not suitable and the season was too late to make farther cultivations oa a more
suitable area Worthwhile.

Cotton Cultivation

140 acres of cotCon was planted as a oommual offort Jy he membera of Cho Faamers
Association. The plant stand was even and Cho planCs healthy. The C?N31) wao sprayed
eight times from the air at a cost of sh 92/ per acre Kilosa airstrip is allouC 10
miles from the area).

The expected yield was atated as 1 200 lbs Heed coCtoa per acre. The late rains
this year liad, delayed ripening and the heavy to:ature of Che soil had aggravated t4e
condition. Consideration should be given 'Lo groTd.ng, the cotton on ridges uez eason.

6. Problems

As the area is located in a swamp area which is frequently flooded by Miyombo
river, the main problem in the Kilan Irrigation Scheme is drainage rather than

irrigation.

5.

ii. The present main canal h
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The ears

been partly widened by the spates of the Miyombo.

The present main canal has been silted badly by the river floods. The canal
bed grade is now irregular, hence the difficulty of setting Che water to the irrigation.

,iv. The irrigatiol! i3 not properly jc,:s:l.cod. There aro mo proper offtákes
whatsoever, and no distribution aystem.

7. Recommendations

As both water and soil are available in the area, the future potential is high and

feasible.

As the river spille frequently, only two methods can be en''

i. To protect the area by dykinl would cost less, but the trtenar at is

rather expensive.

ii, To regulate the river by upstream reservoir or reservoirs would be ideal,

if adequate dam sites aro available.

It is estimated thaC after the river is regulaCed by npaltream reservoirs, then the

irrigation area could possibly be eatended to 10 000 aeroso
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7.1 Pro osed develpoment 77.orq

For the present timID, .ts i sohome anO, hodue, al-n already built, it is

advisable to develop the scheme in the .Zolloullif phaser:

First Phase

i. Remodelling the ea:doting main cana by providlAtg adequate canal
bed grado and ()rocssections. This should bo carried out by selfhelp, uith technioal
assistance from tito Regional Nator Enginsor (R.V.E.), Norogoro.

ii. A simple offtake struotura should be designed by the R.W.E.,
Morogoro. Five or six suoh structures should be built along the main canal, mherever
it is necessary, to control the irrigation water.

This could also be implemented by selfholp, with technioal assistance by tho
R.W.E. The oost of materials (such as oementp stop logs, etc.) should be subsidized
by the Government, if finaneially possible, or through local loan agenoy.

Second Phase

When firstphase improvemeni,s have proved to be useful, the following
further improvements are suggested for tho second phase:

Relocate the widened section of the main canal, here necessary.

Provide the area with a simple irrigation system.

Provide the area with a drainage system.

It is to be noted that,during these Luo phases, the irrigation crea should be
limited to 1 500 acres, because the lamest f/ou in the river is only 29 cusees and
the conveyance losses aro considerable°

Third Phase

When economy of the soheme is proved, the whole area could possibly
be extended to 10 000 acres by:

D s and reservoirs upstream.

ii. Regulation, control and cleaning of the Miyombo river.

iii. Proper offtake structures to command the hole area.

iv. Properly designed irrigation and drainage systems.

7.2 Estimated oosts of the development ro ramme

First Phase

Remodelling of the existing main canal (by selfhelp) 400 Mondays.

Simple offtake struotures 6 x 500/- sh 3 000.



Second Phase

i. Relocating the videned section of main canal 5 000 11 x eh 10 -
eh 50 000.

Simpe irrigation system at eh 200/- per acre.
200 x 1 500 ah 300 000.

Third Phase

The ultimate development is aimed at 10 000 acres at a cost of
£150 per acre. 10 000 x E150 E 1 500 000.

A preliminary dam-site investigation should be oarried out by Regional Water
Engineer, Morogoro, to investigate capacitiee, embankment volumes, preliminary foun-
dation studies, etc.
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Table 4

ANALYTICAL DATA FROM VINE PROFILES AT KIL GAII

1 6.4 0.174
2 6.5 1.244
3 6.8 0.552
4 6.8 0.102

28

Total

Exchangeable Bases mill equivalents

100 cu Phosphorus P
Or anic

1 5.7 .073 11.5 8.4 0.77 0.42 .104 183 162

2 6.1 .244
3 6.1 .387
4 6.0 .376

1 5.4 .090 12.1 8.2 0.43 0.42 .079
2 5.6 .101
3 6.1 .144

A A

1 5.3 .073 7.9 5.8 0.37 0.33 .182
2 6.3 .093
3 7.3 .236
4 7.5 .372

8.8 15.1 1.07 0.37 .79 188 160
140 125

115 74
76 45

F 3. 6.1 .082 8.3 5.8 0.76 0.42 .104
2 7.2 .215
3 7.6 1.549
4 8.0 .750

G 1 5.7 .098 10.3 8.2 0.54 0.33 .158
2 6.3 .130

3 6.8 .232

4 7.2 .314

1 5.7 .076 8.3 6.2 0.69 0.29 .608
2 6.6 .124
3 7.7 .508
4 7.8 .697

Water Sample PH 9.1; Conductivity .224 Millimohs/cm; Sodium 4.3 PPM; Potassium 2.5 PPM.
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Table 5,

NFALT. RECORDS

Station A 123 124 176 209 78 13 6 13 15 32 90 132 1 011
Kilosa

6° 50'S 37°00E H 312 281 364 390 212 61 65 59 68 189 341 312 1 424
1 611 ft 973601

(mra) L 18 31 49 31 3 1 1 1 1 1 4 13 745

Station A 232.8 196.6 298.3 443.7 165 37.1 26.2 37.1 20.8 61.5 171.0 288.3 1 978.4
Madizini Est,

7°15'5" 36°451E E 469.5 436 957.0 1 124 432 116.0 170 260 64 438 802 765 3 249.2
3 000 ft 973601

13 years L 57 52 171 126 12.2 0.5 3 3 0 0 4 39 107.1
(111m)

Station A 177.9 116.5 266.8 148.1 30.8 4.6 9.5 61.5 7.6 27.5 116.6 156.0 1 123.4
Ulaya

7°04'5 36°34'E H 253.2 181.0 351.7 212.3 48.4 13.5 28.9 216.7 21.2 51.4 261.5 248.4 1427,2
2 000 ft 973601

4 Years
(mm)

L 133.3 67.4 116.6 102.9 17.0 0 1.0 1.3 0 9.9 3.0 48.3 871.5
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Chapter 6

AMANI TEA SETTLEMENT SCHEME

Following a meeting held on 4 December 1964 in the C.V.S. Office at Dar-es-Salaam,
to discuss the development of a Tea Settlement in cooperation with Karimjee Jivanjee
Estates Ltd.sa visit was made to the proposed area on,7 Pecember 1964 (accompanied
by Mr. Nichols, Mr, H. Cooper of Agriculture, Faid Lr. Waller of Karimjee Estates).

Soils

As there are already old established tea plantations in this area, there is no
reason why the soils in the proposed new scheme should not be suitable for tea.

The major factors in selecting tea soils are the pH value and the permeability.
The pH can only be determined by analysis, but the permeability may be assessed by
observation. The soils in the area visited are both permeable and deep.

Possible Potash Deficiency

Many bushes have become infested with Armalasia fungus which makes the observation
of potash deficiency difficult, but there are signs of what may be potash deficiency.
Fertilizer trials, and applications of small amounts of potash fertilizer to the tea
plants after they are established is recommended.

The Root Funms-Armalasia

This endemic disease is liable to be a very big problem if the new fields are not
cleanedof all stumps and timber fragments prior to planting. Close inspection of all
newly cleared areas by qualified officers will be necessary before any planting can be
started. This disease,if present on settlement schemes,cem be very detrimental to
individual farmers as it would affect a large part of the holding and decrease seriously
-their income for sev-,1 years.

Erosion Hazard

The maxlmum population of bushes per acre may have to be reduced to allow the
planting of Vetinevia zizanioides grass to combat erosion, particularly in the early
stages before the tea bush itself protects the soil. The disturbance of the soil during
stump removal can lead to irregularities on the surface)and to concentration of run-off
and the forMation of gullies. The use of a cover crop,such as Oxealis sppmay be of
great help in the establishment stage.

Clearing.,

Most of the land in which it is proposed to plant tea has been already cleared by
the farmers (squatters) for growing food crops. However, the land has not been properly
stumped (see Section 3).

Mechanical equipment could not be used for this work but "monkey" winches will
have to be provided to the settlers for removing the stumps.
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The clearing costs will be negligible, and the man-hour requirements for planting
one acre of tea, as discussed in the meeting on the 4th, 'could be reconsidered accord-
ingly.

6. Water

The W.D. and I.D. Engineer reported that he did not have instructions to accompany
us. Still there are adequate water supplies for domestic uses in the valley bottoms.
The conveyance of water to the settlers' houses could be postponed at this stage until
the final lay-out of the schemes is decided.

70 Human/Social Aspects

The greatest difficulty in implementing this settlement scheme will undoubtedly
be the human factor. The main purpose of the scheme is to find a solution to the
squatters' problem on the Karimjee estate. The squatters have been living on the land
for a long time. It is true that the estate has on severaloccasionstried to get rid
of them, but it is believed that a sort of relationship exists between the equattere
and the estate. Part of the area is still under heavy forest; the costs of clearing
are high (estimated at E80-90 per acre). The settle:es, practise shifting cultivation,
partly clear the forest, cultivate food crops for two or three years then aovo o nloar
a new area. The estate takes over this cleared and abandoned lard, whtoh save,,5 olocrlyz
costs and plants tea.

Most of the squatters are making a considerable amount of money by:

Selling timber as they clear the forest.

Selling food crops.

Obtaining wages for casual work on Karf_ dee estate.

Selling liquor to estate labour ( a e sugar

The Squatter Problem

It is proposed that the 300 odd families squatting on the estate would be settlers
in this scheme. The estate will provide the lana, development capital, end technical
supervision. The squatters, except for a few that have already reached the edge of the
forest, are, as previously sated,making a considerable amount of money and will need
very strong incentives to be persUaded to plant tea and participate in a settlement
scheme; particularly as the tea bushes take three 4) four years to produce. Also the
presence of e strong feeling of distrust for all projects initiated through the estate
must be taken into account. The Possibility of the Karimjeo eatate providing part of
the loaned capital in form of developed tea land could be investigated. In turn, the
estate can develop vu equal area on land they are prepared to mdke available for the
scheme. The squatters will,therefore9have an immediate income and thus an inventive
to plant more tea and participate in the scheme.

Management

The management of this scheme might pose problems. The relation between the techni-
cal manager appointed by the estate, the manager appointed by the commission, and the
agriculture tea officer responsible for the area, must be clearly and well demarcated.
The costs of technical supervision supplied by the estate must be carefully examined
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and should be to a certain extent ralated to the area under development.

10. ested Develo Pro

The soils and topography of the proposed area are considered to be suitable
for tea production. Analysis to determine pH values is recommended as a final check.

A pro amme for fertilizing must be worked out, especially for supplement-
ing potash.

Proper supervision should be given to clearing, so as to prevent Armalaria
fungus from occuring in the tea plantation.

A programme should be worked out for checking erosion, especially during
the development period.

Further investigation should be conducted on the human social problems,
preferably by posting a special officer or several officers in the area to collect
information on this subject.

' A system for providing strong incentives.for the squatters to join this
scheme should be established. Investigations should be made of the possibility of the
Karimjee Estate to provide part of the capital In form of developed tea land.

To define the management responsibilities on the scheme, the costs of
administrativo and technical supervision should be compatible with the planting programme.

We suggest that,for the time being) and due to various problems involved
in the development of this scheme, . work should be started on a present plantation
basis; and that future empansion and the formation of full-scale settlement schemes
should await the outcome of the above.

11. Information Required

It is suggested that the following information iB gathered on this area:

Number of squatters, age and sex of their dependants.

System of land tenure practised among the squatters (holdin f each family).

Estimated income per family and the various sources for this income.

Agriculture practices, rotation and system of cultivation used on the land.
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SETTLEMENT SCHEMES IN THE XI GOMA DISTRICT

Introduction

This report was requested by the Commissioner for Village Settlement for investi-
gating the possibilities of assistance for four settlement schemes - Ilagalap Kasaba,
Mayenge and Mkuti - which were started in 1964 by the Kigoma local vuthorities.

Assistance for these schemes could be extended either in the form of food suppliesp
which are granted to the Government under the Freedom from Hungz:2 C paign (FFEC)2 or
by providing capital for these schemes as for other assisted 7:at'1ements.

Mr. Sabry and Mr. Harris of the Investigations and Planning Division, and Mr.
Vincent of C.V.S., visited these projects,as well as, at the request of the Kigoma Area
Commissioner, an additional project, Bulombola, which is in the sano area. The group
also had discussions with the Regional Commissioner of Kigoma, the Area Commissioner
and the Agriculture regional staff there. The trip to Kigoma took place on 24, 25 and
26 March 1965.

As these settlement projects have different aspects, this report will deal with
each scheme as an independent unit.

Bulombola Settlement

2.1 Location

About 19 miles from Kigoma on the earth road to Ilagala,at an altitude of
about 2 700 ft.

2.2 Soils

The area under cultivation was previously covered by wooded grassland and has
a deep, dark brown clay loam soil with a high organic matter content. The present
fertility status of the soil is high, but rotations)and fertilizers or manuring will be
necessary to maintain yields.

2.3 Rainfall

The nearest station with a record of rainfall is at Ujiji, about six miles
distant. The rainfall at Bulombola is probably similar in amount and distribution.

The average annual rainfall at Ujiji (altitude 2 250 ft) is 34.85 inches (1922-58).

The average monthly rainfall in inches (1922-58) is as follows:

Jan. Feb. Mar. Arr. May June July Aug, Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

4.50 4.45 5.89 4.95 1.80 0.16 0.06 0.08 0.08 1.80 4.51 5.85

2.4 Domestic water supply

The nearby lake is one unfailing supply of water for this scheme, but from a
health point of view,a properly constructed well or tapped spring would be the best
solution.
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1J!!Ais scheme is based on cotton production. Fifty people with their dependents
have boen settled on unoccupied 1and5 most of the setlers were originally from Ujiji
aillage and from oreas affected by last year's flooding. Land was occupied in October
1964 and he settlers, although errivinG late in the season, Tier° able to cultivate and
plant 64 acres of cottou - en aTerage of a little oTer one acre per settler.

2.6 Loo

The local authorities were resnonsible for the selection of the settlers.
.Ni;.Y -:ero transported to the project site free of charge. They were also assisted by
week14 i'roo issues of 7 pounds of maize flour, and undei;ermined quantities of salt,
beans, palm oil and curry flour. Assistance was provided from the funds of regional
committees or through donations from the local population.

Cotton seed was mapplied free of charge through the Lint and Seed Marketing Board,
and loans were available for pest control equipment and chemicalsy as well as chemical
fertilizers.

No mechanical assistance was given for cultivation and work on the fields is
carried out manually. Technical assistance is available in the form of one agricultural
field assistant serving this project and another nearby scheme, as well as through
technical supervision up to regional agriculture level.

No assistance for housing was given to the settlers. They were able to put up
temporary houses near the scheme, using local building materials.

2.7 Programme of development

It is proposed thattas scheme would reach full development in 1965. It is
planned that the number of settlers would reach 100 during the coming planting season.
It is also hoped that each settler would cultivate 3 acres of cotton and 2 acres of
subsistence crops. But this area could certainly be increased if mechanical assistance
were provided.

At present the settlers are organized as a farmerse association, and it is hoped
that in future a cooperative society among the settlers would be formed; the scheme
will then be able to take care of itself. The plan provides for giving to each settler
a right of occupancy over the area he is aultivating.

2.8 Assistance requested

2.8.1 Immediate assistance

External assistance in the form of food, or funds so that food could
be purchased locally, is needed due to the exhaustion of local funds. Othervise settlers
would ladk support until harvest time.

The period during which this assistance is to be extended would be till 31
May 1965 for settlers already on the scheme, and to carry the new settlers for one year
until they harvest their own crops by May 1966.

2.8.2 Long-term assistance

This type of assistance would also be provided through the central
government to cover the purchase and supply of capital commodities, and could be extended
in the form of loans and in some cases as grants for planning, communications, improve-
ments and for drinking water supply, etc.



This project was started with the least possible assistance, get,whou the
fields were visited,the cotton crop tras hea/thy aad it was obvious that cultivation
was maintained up to the normal standards by the settlers. It is safe to state that
the settlers° fields were mostly in a bettor condition than other cotton planted nesrks.

The settlers haa also constructed ismporary accommodations) using their oun resources
and local materials, and all indications prove that settlement on this scheme is success-
ful.

The present situation callo for quick action in assisting the settlers who are
already on the scheme by providing them with subsistence rations, either in kind or in
cash, until their cotton is harvested; for it is economically unsound to abandon at
this stage the maintenance and caro of their fields until harvest time, which is near.

As for further assistance, the matter calls for additional ex ion for the
following reasons:

i. The scheme, if continuing to rely on manual labour for cultivatios and for
clearing, might barely reach the proposed plan Por developing 3 acres of cotton and 2
acres of subsistence crops per settler. Assuming that each settler will eventually
manage to plant such an area, tho direct returns from cotton would bes

3 x 800 lbs (average Feld) ss ah 1 200/

Cost of production per acre (the settler would provide labour),including
spraying,would be ah 150/, or for three acres ah 450/.

Each settler will net ah 650, or about ah 200 above the average income
in Tanzania, ithout including returns from his subsistence crops.

ii, It is obvious that in the event that the settlers cannot manage the propesed
acreage, this scheme will not be viable, as there will not be enough incentive to
encourage the settlers to remain on the scheme.

It is up to the regionsl agriculture officers to seo that production per
acre is maintained above the estimated average. This could be achieved by constant
supervision over the settlers to ensure that agricultural practices aro executed up to
the required standards. Also careful and constant examination of soil potentialities
in this area is essentisl as yields sould tend to decrease as the land is repeatedly
tilled. The Agriculture staff should be in a position to advise on the most economical
methods for maintaining the soil's production, eithor by rotating or by fertilising,
or through combined measures.

iv. In view of these problems it is advisable that the present number of settlers
on this scheme should not be increased, unless indications are strongly in favour of its
success.

2.10 Recommendations for Bulombola settlement

That immediate assistance in the form of food commodities be extended
to the settlers of this scheme until their cotton is harvested.

ii. New settlers should not be introduced to this project unless production
averages are achieved by the existing settlers. Therefore)no further assistance (sub-
sistence) should be extended to new settlers unless the settlers which are alreadren
this project achieve their goal.
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Ilagala Settlement

3.1 Location

Ilagala lies at the end of the earth roadlabout 33 miles from Kigoma,on the
north bank of the Malagarasi river.

3.2 Soils

The soils of the area have been investigated by the Land Planning Officer,
Western Region, and are described in his report of 28 March 1965 (Folio 64 File VSV
20/2).

30 Rainfa

' The nearest rainfall statioa is t Ujiji, some 18 miles to the N.N.W. of
Ilagala; and it is assumed that the figures at Ujiji relate to conditions at Ilagala.

For rainfall figures at Ujiji seo Section 2.3 above.

3.4 Domestic water su..1,

At present4the river is used as the main supply. For the futuro a pumped,
filtered supply will be needed at the settlement. The whole object of the exercise at
Ilagala will be the improvement of the standard of living, and the health aspect cannot
be ignored. Construction of a pipeline and pumped supply will cost in the region of
El 700 per mile of pipoand about El 000 for a tank and pump to deliver 500 gal/h.

3.5 General description of the scheme

Ilagala has two main types of farming land:

Land in the delta of the Malagarasi river.

Higher land surrounaing the village.

The land in the Malagarasi delta is subject to flooding of varying intensity.
Last year's flood was an exceptionally high one. As a result, about 400 people had to
be moved'to higher land, and some of their crops were destroyed.

The regional administration has a plan to urge the people to abandon cultivating
in the delta, and. to shift their shambas to the higher grounds and grow cotton, sisal
and other crops. Some reporta and correspondence on Ilagala exist from 1963. The
object was to si;art a village settlement scheme in this area, but up to now nothing has
materialised, in all, 300 families are living in Ilagala. The total area under cotton
is about 368 acres. A cooperative society of 200 members exists in this village°

3.6 itssi o the oro
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The victims ai tho floods (100 people) uero assisted by the local administra-
tion by 2-fee issues of maize flour, salt, palm oil,etc., as was done in other schemes.

Cotton seeds were supplied free of charge through the Lint and,SeeiMarketing Board;
also loans were available (in kind) for pest control equipment and chemicals, etc.

No mechanical assistance was given for cultivation, and work in the fields is
carried out wanually. Technical assistance i0 available through local regional agri-
cultural f3'uaff.
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Some assistance in housing was provided. The flood refugees erected their new
houses in the village on ligher ground.

3.7 Programme of deular.2111

The regional administration is hoping that a pilot village settlement scheme
'would be started at Ilagala by the Commission for village settlement. Correspondence
on this matter exists sinee 1963.

A Russian delegation which visited the area suggested that a state farm should be
started instead.of a settlement scheme.

3.8 Assistance requested

3.8.1 Immediate assistance

Immediate assistance in the form of subsistence food for 100 flood
refugees. The need for this assistance is also due to the exhaustion of funds and other
assistance which was provided locally to the settlers.

The period to which this assistance is to be extended would be until harvest time.

3.8.2 Long-term assistance

Long-term assistance was requested to start a village settlement scheme
in Ilagala.

3.9 Discussion

The present agricultural development that is taking place at Ilagala cannot
be considered as settlement work. The efforts of the regional administration are more
iri.the nature of diversification of agricultural production which is practised in this
village. The main purpose of this work is to cope with future flood problems as well
as to increase and diversify production.

The requested immediate aid would be mainly to relieve flood refugees and support
them until their new crops are harvested, and should be supplied through other organiza-
tions which are responsible for this type of assistance. The Commissioner for village
settlement is mainly responsible for assisting land settlement.

As for the proposed plan for a pilot village settlement scheme near Ilagala, it is
up to the C.V.S. to make a decision on this matter without allowing for further delays,
so that local administration should be informed of the Commission's intentions as soon
as possible. The present agricultural situation in Ilagala is not in favour of starting
new pilot settlement schemes as there is no reason for resettling people of this village.
Such a measure will lead to needless expenditure for developing new institutions for
services which are already available in this village. Other areas in Kigoma region

would be more suitable for organised village settlement schemes.

3.10 Recommendations for Ila-ala

Immediate assistance to the floodvictims at Ilagala should come from
other agencies in the Central Government and not from C.V.S.

Agricultural development ender way at Ilagala is more in the nature of
improvement than settlement or transformation.

An immediate decision must be reached and the Regional Administration
advised about the proposed plans for developing a Pilot village settlement at 'lauds.
Conditions at Ilagala are not up to the requirements for this type of settlement.



4. Kasaba

4.1 Loca ion

This settlement is close to the point uhero the Kigoma-Ilagala road crosses
the Kigpma-Tabora railway. It is about 4 miles from Luiche station and 13 miles from
Kigoma by road.

4.2 .Soils

The soils on this settlement scheme are red loams to sandy loams. For cotton
graving these soils are rather coarse, that is)they do not have a very high water-
retaining capacity. Neither do they have a very high nutrient status or organic matter
content, but as the land is recently cleared,the present crop is healthy. But these
soils will not yield like the soils at Bulombola; fertilizers or manuring will be
necessr if satisfactory yielde are to be obtained in the future. .0n the other hand,
these soils are fairly easy to work.

4.3 Domestic water

At present the settlers are making use of a nearby spring which they said was
supplying their needs. Capping this spring would improve the quality of the water,and
perhaps the building of a night storage tank will increase tho quantity of water avail-
able for daily use.

4.4 Genere- 0,oscription of the seXiee,

The scheme is based on cotton production° Si7ty-siz wornen from Ujiji have
p ted acre of cotton each; they have boon soi;aed on the schemo since October 1964,

4.5 Lo -jstance to the prolect

The local authorities have been rosponsiblo for urging the settlers to leave
their village at Ujiji and settle at Kacaba; by joining their effort° they would help
increase the country °a Production. The settlers were transported without charge to the
project sitevnd uere assisted with freo weeklj :1.5517.012, of 7 pounds of maize E1our9 plus
salty palm oil, etc°9 uhich were supplied from tho local populai;tou. Cotton seeds were
supplied free of charcie thxough the Lint and Seed Kr.rheting Board.r and loans in kind
wore available for post control aud fertilizers°

No mechanical aseistance wao given for cultivationv and work in the fields is
carried out manually. Technical assistance wee se:tended through the Agricultural
regional staff°

No assist ce for housing WEIS supplied. The settlere have erected temporary houses
on the scheme by using local building matel'ials°

4.6 Progra.e of develo ent

It is .2oposed to fully develop this scheme during this year; tho number of
settlers would remain as it is, but it is hoped that the men at Ujiji will join their
women when they have proved the succees of the scheme. It is hoped that during the next
planting season each settler will cultivate three acres of cotton and two acres of food
crops. It is hoped also that this settlement scheme would receive a tractor.

At present)the settlers are organised in the form of a farmers' association; in
futurepthey.would form a cooperative society.

It is also planned that each settler would. be given a right of occupancy over his
holding.
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4.7 Assistance reguested

Immediate assistance - in the form of food commodities available through
external assistance ( FFHC or in funds for its local.purchase. The need for this
assistance resulted from the exhaustion of local funds; and there is a need to continue
assisting the settlers until they harvest their crops.

Long-term assistance - would be provided to cover the purchase of
capital commodities which are essential to the project. This assistance could be
supplied in the form of loans, and, in some cases, grants for planning, communications
improvements, and for the supply of domestic water.

4.8 Discussion

This project was started with a minimum of assistance when compared with some
other settlement schemes; yet it is noted that the settlers are using their full strength
to ensure the success of their scheme. Cotton fields are well tended and the crop is
healthy, although not comparable to the other schemes. This is due to the type of soil
whioh is somewhat coarse for cotton. This soil characteristic might be beneficial in
this particular case as the settlers are women and the coarser soils are easier to work
than the finer ones, but production is not expected to reach the average set in other
schemes.

The settlers have cleared the land and constructed temporary accommodation, and
all indications prove that settlement in this scheme is successful at this stage.

Quidk action must be taten to assist these settlers 2ad pode them uith
subsistence food rations until their cotton is harvested0 It is not feasible to abandon
the maintenance end the care of '6he acids aftee bho ooton has oached this stage of
growth.

As for long-term assistance, it is felt that some farther achievement will have to
be fulfilled.

i. The scheme is relying oil manual labour. The settlers are uomen9 usually
single9 ana it is doubtful 10 the planned acreage could be reached unless the settlers
are helpea by the rest of their families. When considering the soil and fertility oE
this crea, net returns per settler might prove to be lou for providAng incentivos for
working another year.

Based on this year'Is harvesta plan could, be worked out, either for assist-
ing this scheme in the use of mechanical equipment aud/or through fertilising, or, if
not, mother more suitable Rrea should be found before the settlers are aiscoi'araged.

Therefor ,provision must be made sopthat

mot enpugh from their present acreage and are not ab

th,ey should be supported and moved te a more suitable
1:-Tesent.scheme where more suitable conditions for cul

4.9 Recomuiondationfs for 'Casaba

1, Immediate assistance for the 66 settlers until harvest time.

ii, Consider methods for reaching high yields9 through mechanical assistance
and fertilising, if this year's average cotton yields are favourable.

ilia In case yields are not favourable, and yields increases could not.be
realised by technical and mechanical assistance, settlers should be moved to a suitable

area and provision made to support them for one more year0

the event that the settiers have
e to reach the development, goals,

area, probably adjacent to the-

tivation exist.



5. Mayenge Settlement Scheme

5.1 Location

On the west side of the KigomaKasulu road,aoout nalf mile north of the Mkuti
river road bridge, about 18 miles from K' a.

5.2 Soils

The soils at this scheme are very good. Developed on basalt, they are deep
and free draining, having been under modified miombo forest prior to clearing. The

soils have a very high nutrient status. The pH of the soil may be slightly acid but
this :Is au weighd by its physical condition.

The sito is almost level,apart from the occasional anthill.

5.3 Rainfall

From a study of tbe Vegetation in the areethe rainrall is probably a little
higher and,slightly better dismibuted than at Tijiji,

5.4 Domestic water

kt present the domestic water comes from the nearby river, but a supply could
be obtaiped from a ram-driven sprizag supply at the Mkuti settlement scheme, (seo Section

6.4).

5.5 General descri tion r:

Thin echemn in based cee coton end sisal production 150 settlers2 oil old
people, have been meee0 to this project eince October 1964, mestl-jj from the town.

Vegetation in this area is much thicker than at the other schemes. The settlement
was able to clear about 5o, acres which were planted with groundnuts 12 acres, cotton

30 aores9 eical nursre s i1l under planting 12 acres.

5.6 2I.s.a.11±_ the pro'ect

The local reethorities mere responsible for the selection and free transport
of the settlers. The sottters mere also assisted with free issues of maize flour, salt,
beans, palm oil, oto. as in other schemes in this area.

Cotton seede eapplied free of charge through the Lint and Seed Marketing Board.
o were available for pest control equipment, chemicals and fertilizers.

No mechanical assistance was given; work in the fielde is carried out manually.

Technical assistance was available through the regional agricultural staff.

No housing assistance was provided. The settlers have put up temporary houses on
the scheme, using local materials.

One hundred National Seicemen are helping in land clearing.

of dee ,oment
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It 5.6 hoped tha ;Ale scheme mill reach its full deve:lonment during 1965.
It la pla-enecl for the number of settlers to reach 200 during the ne:Lt planting season.
Each setler -Jould cu]tivate 2 acres of cottont 3 acres of sisal and 2 acres of
subsistence crops.

5.7 o



The settlers are presently organized in a farmers' association aed it is hoped
that in future a cooperative society will be formel the settlers,

It is hoped that each settler will be
is cultivating.

5.8 Assi ce resuested.

i. Immediate assis Lance - la the form ce7 food commodities, which P.re

available through e:eternal assistance (as iu MO) or in funds so that Coed coula
purchased locally. The ueed for immediate aseistance is dne to the ezhaustion of locel
funds, and,therefore,settlers would lack support untl heeerest time.

ii Lonq-term assistancø - to be provided -Lo eover the purchase of capital
commodities wnich are essential to the Project. This assistance would bo supplied in
the form of loans, ard, in some cases in granLe 2or planning, communications improve-
ments, and for the supply' of domestic water. Local authoa-ities hopo that 6116 Central.
Government would consider developing this scheme as a village settlement project.

5.9 Discussion

This project was also started with little assistance. It is noted that the
settlers are fully engaged in making their project a success. All the fields are well
kept and the crops are particularly healthy in this scheme, due to favourable soils and
other conditions. It can be safely assumed that production per acre will top the
average production in the area.

The settlers have cleared heavy bush, constructed their temporary accommodation,
and have properly planted and tended their crops. Here too, all indications prove that
the settlers are willing to farm and occupy this area.

In this scheme alsovaction must be taken to assist these settlers by providing
them with subsistence food until their crops are harvested.

Long-term assistance for this scheme cannot be advised at this stage unless its
development programme is carefully reconsidered.

The scheme is situated in heavy bush ehich needs great effort for clearing.
Careful supervision must be imposed on the settlers to speed up the programme for
clearing. They should not rely on the National Servicemen fol7 all the work. If clear-
ing continues at the present pace it will be difficult for tue scheme to reach its
objectives according to the programme.

ii. It is obvious that cotton will ree.lIscr; nigh productioo. standard::: in aids
area, and it is adaejsed strongly tha.t fL shoai bo tht. in the nrolect
The area for each settler would be as proposed in tho other schems, i.e. 3 acres of

cotton and 2 acres of subsistence crops.

iii Sisa) is a _Iew crop in tl!ie are&.; EL:ad is being- JA)ti..ocluced thi schem-z,,

Cotton anu sisal are no, wortable in a i.otatiou without ca:tin.1 ?):Jailaing,. especially
with regard to 3abour requiremonts this pavq.j.citlara tsvz; sise2, The intro-

duction of a nea UfOr) io,Ta area s,:tould toliov oertaivt p.coceduves. It .5.s unfair -Lo

make the settlers bear the consequences o7 -crIais on the adapability o nei.- crops in

an area. We advise str(Yogly that 'beolnlica1 aad economic oniaion ..Eor ploTttiug sisal

on this projeot ohould be sought from the authorities responsible in this r:leld.

iv. .1\.:;. present sisal that has been planted in the nursery could be used as
hedges for Lhe projee.L, and cocad be processed manually. Large scale planting should

not occur eLcept after (!afarui planning.
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:ht of occupancy over the area he



As 'Zor additional notaern (to roach 200)9 due to tho paridcularly favour-
ano condAtions on thin areathey could be :Introduced to the scheme wad supported during
cle.,?rhigid planing uatil they harvest their crops.
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1. ply ihilue stance to 150 settlels Until harvest.

ii. Proper supervision and stepping up the programme of land clearing.

.Ro-eenino the merits of introducing sisal on this project, economically
and tocoally,

. iv.. Introduce 50 more settlers as planned. Assistance through issues of
food commodities should be pentemplatea for them until their land is cleared, planted
and harvested (12 months).

6. Mkuti Settlement Scheme

6.1 Location

ti is the east side of the Kigoma-Kasulu road, about one quarter of a mile
north of the Mkuti river road brid , and about 18 miles from Kigoma.

6.2 Soils

The soils are very similar to these at Mayenge but the site slopes towards the
river. There is a good depth of soil of high nutrient status due to its having been
under miombo-riverine forest.

Great care must be taken to.avoid erosion on the sloping land. Any natural drainage
lines are best left uncleared, forming a strip of vegetation 200 feet wide.

6.3 Rainfall

The rainfall pattern is similar to that at Mayenge.

6.4 Domestic water

The settlers get water from a spring close to the present camp. The Mkuti
river is quite close and this would seem to be an ideal sito for a hydraulic ram &riven
by the river pumping the spring water to both Mayenge and Mkuti settlements. Such a
system has the great benefit of negligible running and maintenance costs.

6.5 General description of the scheine

This scheme is based on cotton and sisal production; 164 T.A.N.U. 1/Youth
settlers were moved to this project towards the end of December 1964. The settlers
arrived late for the cotton planting season but they cleared about 35 acres, of which
20 acres have been planted with sisal.

6.6 Assistance to the project

The local authorities selected the settlers and transported them free of charge
to the scheme. They were also assisted with free issues of maize flour, salt, beans,
palm oil, etc. as in other schemes of this area.

Technical assistance was available through.the regional agricultural staff.
-1/ Tanganyika African National Union

5 o'



Sisal transplants were suppli
The settlers have put up temporav

6.7 Programme G
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e scheme, Fo housing assistance uas erovided.
Dnaaa on the scheme2 using local materials.

It is hoped scheme will reach its full development during 1965.
The number of settlers is planned to reach 200 during the noxt planting season. Each
settler would cultivate 2 acres of cotton, 3 acres of sisal and 2 acres of subsistence
crops. The settlers ere presently organised in a farmers association, but it is hoped
that in future a cooperative society will be formed among the settlers of the scheme.

It is hoped that each settler will be given a right of occupancy over the area he
is cultivating.

6.8 Assistance requested

6.8.1 Immediate assistance

External assistance in the form of food, or funds to enable food to be
purchased locally, is needed due to the exhaustion of local funds. Assistance should
be continued to the settlers until they harvest their crops.

6.8.2 Long-term assistance

Long-term assistance should be provided to cover the purchase of capital
commodities, which are essential to the project. This assistance would be supplied in
the form of loans, and, in some case, in grants to cover such items as planning, improve-
ment of communications, and for the supply of domestic water.

It is hoped that the central government would develop this scheme in conjunction
with Mayenge as a pilot village settlement project.

6.9 Discussion

This project was started with little assistance and it is noted that the
settlers are quite active in their jobs, although they were not able to plant a crop
this season. The soils in this scheme are variable, and,if proper production is to be
achievedoome careful planning has to be carried out for this area.

Bush is also heavy in this scheme, and clearing should be stepped up so that enough
land is cultivated.

Considering the present stage of development it is difficult to decide whether
this scheme will be economically viable in future, but settlers already on the sito
will have to be assisted until they are able to harvest a crop,i.e. for a period over
one year.

Long-term assistance for this scheme cannot be advised at this stage, unless its
development programme is carefully rezponsidered.

i. Clearing should be supervised so that enough land is cleared in time.

Planting of sisal on this scheme is not recommended, as has been discussed
on Mayenge.

iii. Additional settlers should not be introduced unless conditions prove
favourable to this scheme.
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iv. Starting a pilot village settlement in Mayenge and Mkuti might be a recommend-
able project. But it should be understood that this would' happen only after careful
planning and after capital and running costs are available. Plans for a pilot scheme
might also be in conflict with the programme presently under execution.

6.10 Recommendations for Mkuti

Supply of assistance for 164 settlers until harvest time.

Proper supervision and stepping up the programme for land clearing.

iii, Reexme the plan for the development of this scheme.

iv. More settlers shouldnot b introduced until indications prove that the
scheme will be economically viable.

7. stasit=_ET Recommendations

7.1 Bulombola settlement

Immediate assistance in the form of food commodities or funds for the local
purchase of food for 50 people till 31 May 1965. New settlers should not be introduced
to this project unless it is proved that the project is viable.

7.2 Ilagala settlement

Assistance to flood victims should be sought from appropriate authorities.
A decision on the possibilities of starting a pilot vi,llaL settlement scheme at Ilagala
should be reached and advised to the local authorities as soon as possible.

7.3 Kasaba settlement

Immediae assistance to 66 settlers in the form of food commodities or funds
for food to be purchased locally should be extended up till 31 May 1965. Provision
must be made for further food supplies for one more year if the project needs adjustment
due to the soil or labour factors. No further assistance should be supplied unless
yield standards prove that the project is viable.

7.4 Mayenge settlement

Immediate assistance to 150 settlers in the form of food commodities, or funds
for food to be purchased locally, to be extended till 31 May 1965. Similar assistance
for 50 new settlers from the date they are introduced to the project till their first
harvest on 31 May 1966. Proper supervision and programming for land clearing.
Reexamine the agriculture development plan of the scheme.

7.5 Mkuti settlement

Immediate assistance Lo 164 settlers in the form of food commodities, or funds
for food 'Lo be purchased locally up till 31 May 1966. Proper supervision and programm-
ing for land clearing. Re-examine the aseAculture development plan of the scheme, with
due regard to eariaticses oZ soil More settlers should not be introduced, unless
indications prove that this scheme will be economically viable.

7.6 General recommendations

Assistance to settlers even in the form of foodstuffs for subsistence, should
not be handed out free of charge'. Settlers must never become accustomed to relying
on free support as this Will develop into a continuing habit of asking for free help.
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The price of subsistence foods, or at least its handling and tranport costa, should be
debited to each settler's account and collected when his crops are harvested.

In agriculture settlement, as in pure agriculture production, work done in the
fields is different in nature. Some jobs in agriculture are best suited to women,
others to men or children. Therefore agriculture is based economically and technically
on the work of family units. If local authorities are seeking efficiency on these
projects, settlers should be allowed to form family units as soon as possible. The
division of settlements into separate units for old people, for women, or for youths,
should be reconsidered.

Long-term assistance,in the form of loans, tractors and other assistance measures
is essential to these projects. The formation of a supervised agricultural'cooperative
society will facilitate the access to bank and government assistance. Supervision is
essential so that assistance is used in a proper manner and paid for.

Planning of production in the settlements should be based on proved technical
methods. Innovations which are not based on concrete trials should never be used for
increasing production. The settlers' future should not rely on agricultural practices
that are not yet fully proved.
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ISMANI VALLEY DEVELOPMENT: PART I-BACKGROUND

Introduction

The study team consisted of Mr. 0.A. Sabry and Mr. D.R. Harris (FA0)1 the Regional
Hater Engineer, MbeyaT the Regional Agricultural Officer, Iringa; the Area Commissioner,
Iringa;and the Regional Medical Officer, Iringa. Mr. A.J. Hu (FAO) joined the study
team at a later stage.

The terms of reference for the team were broadly to examine the economic and social
benefits of the Ismani Water Development Project, on long and short-term basis,with
reference to water for domestic and irrigation purposes,respectively. In detail, the
Leam9s terms of reference were as follows:

The team shall determine the most advantageous form of settlement for the
Ismani Area.

On the basis of soil suitability, the tesis shall determine the areas where
people should be settled permanently, the size of village, water distribution system
and the social services required.

lií The study shall also include orop livestock husbandry and soil conserva-
tion proca?ammes to nrovID the economic ju ification of the projecto

'iv. To (=min n general termsy the sultability cf soil for irrigationy
.)e.rieularly in the Lambilele Dibuga are una to assesn the future potential for irriga-
ionv aseuming that up to 300 cuseos of water coula be made available by diversion from
the Little I-maim River

vo To prepare vroposals for meetind the waer sunol7 penuirements of the frea
either iv) means of a diversion tunnel from Little Rualla and a 'Aped gravity distribution
system9 or from any other source considered, more e.17pedion

vio The data collected and the report to be prepare zlhoula be in the form of
a well integrated and well iphased devolonment -01an of t'ne whole o2 Ismani Valley which
eau be sold to a financial authority.

2. Gen

Ism °. is an area of some 200 square miles that lies to tho north of the Little
Ruaha river; a hill rango on the east separates it from the Morogoro-Iringa main road-
The town ofsIringe is built on the south-western end of this range° The great north
road9 Iringa-Dodoma formo a loose boundary along the western margin. To the north9
flowing in an easterly direction is the Great Ruaha river (topographical sheet 215/III
1150,000 Appx.I).

The surface drainage from the western part of the area is collected by the river
Mbunguf while rivera Ifolya and Mgera gather the run-off from its eastern part.
The two latter vivero merge into the large Lambilolc Mbuga. Through the gap between
Uhambengetu and Kipangala Hills,the overflow from this Mbuga is directed to the river
Mbungu which ultimately joins the Great Ruaha. The rivera MbunguandIfolya flow only
in wet seasons. The Mgera river in its upper reaches supports perennial water which
until recently has been dissipated over the Mbuga plain; but now is being directed by
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27.9 25.8 23.65
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two man-made shallow cut ditches to the Lambilole and Mafifira areas, both located on
the northern side of the Mbuga.

The general topography can be described as broken and undulating with a gobd soil
cover. The altitude varies from 4 700 to 4 000 feet, very little of the area is flat,
except within the Mbugas;Cdt the slopes are not steep and the greater part of the area
is suitable for cultivation.

Soil erosion is not apparent, except near the steeper edges of the drainage lines
where the cultivators have tried to use every inch of land. The area has been cultivated
for a long time and the natural vegetation has been destroyed or strongly modified.

Rainfall at Iringa Airport, 1960-64

Annual total in inches: 1960 12.61 1962 1963 1964

18.9 24.7 30.7 24.4 19.2

Rainfall at Ismani, 1956-62

1959 60 166 1 62

43.8 24.8 7

The rainfall seasonnlasts from Mid-December to the end of April. During 6-7
monthslIsmani area has practically no rainfall.

The valley itself is made up Predominantly 02 rocks belonging 4) gneissic fcially,
which can be divided into two main types. Quartz - Feldsparchloribe $ericite Schia;ta
and Hornblende - Biotite Gneisses. The former are in general of lightei' colour, less
resistant to weathering; hence the hille vhich they form aro nsuelly round-toppo<1.
These typeo of rocks seemed to occur under the greater part oí Lambilole Nbugall.o.)
approximately south of the line running throu072 Lambilole-Dungaya settlement, along its
eastern margin and extending to the south as far as the Nyambirdti Idhalangetu 11113

and to Ilole mission. The western part, between Wyambenitn and. Kigara eettlemente, the
whole stretch of Mbungn eivmr and beyend the Irlega-DodomE-road ere underlain by the
second type: Hornblende - Biotite Gueisses, dark to black in colonr. As these rocks
are less prone to weatheringand richer in iron content, their soils coverage :le
distinctively deep red in colour and shallow.

The prominent hills and ridges enclosing the valley to the east and south are madm
up of Granite and Grano-chlorite type rocks. Faulted granodioribes occur :Immediately
on the western side of the Uhambigetu hille and run to the west where they cut across
the Hornblende - Biotite Gneisses at Kigaza village. Their entension under blanketing
red soils to the north-western limits of Lambilole is possible.

The rocks forming tho valley are ofmmtasedimentaryorigin. During the past ages,
all these rocks were subjected to various geological forces, mainly q metamorphism and
faulting, as a result of which they became, as observed now, substantially deformed,

jointed in'Places, shattered and inclined in general south-easterly direction at anglo
between 30 to 90 degrees.

The extent of jointing, degree of weathering, relief disposition and recharge are
some of the factors which have considerable bearing on accumulation of groundwater

within the rocks and on their yielding capacity. From this point of view the Quartz-
Feldmpar-Chlorite-Sericite Schists appear to be better aquifers than the Hornblende -

Biotite Gneisses. Their joints' system is more opon and reaches to a considerable depth.
The zones ofweathering are usually deeper too, more consistent and of wider lateral

spread. However, because of deep jointing, groundwater within these rocks tends to be
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disposed at dorth nd .ta movements seem to be hindered by fine materials derived from
the decompositionn of Ghlorie Soricite,which clog the system of inherent fissuring,
thus reducing their "Tioldiras capacity.

The Ilornblende - Dioite Cneisaes as a. unit are much more massive and harder rocks,
and less ausceptible bo ueathoring. Oboe and tight jointing is a typical feature of
bhese rocks, and groundwater is con-Uned at depth to an irregular, scattered pattern of
narrow zones o2 more pronounced shattering or more opera jointins.

3. Land Use at Ismani

ally, Ismani area should be classified agriculturally into five distinctive
zones.

3.1 The Nduli area

Voj. ;one lc in the soutL--aestern end of Ismani, around the Airport. It
occupies - erea of about 15 000 o.cu of well drained sand-loam soils.

Flne-ourod tobaceo is the main cash crop ir Uris arnea it is grown by native and
non-.2.10 .Zr,:omea.-so Yields are,at proseab,good but leave much to be desired. During
11964/n'j aeason, yjelds are enpeeied to average abont 300 potruds of cured tobacco leal'
ner acre. A.:1;;hough fertiliaers are used intenolvely, total dependence on rain has boon
the main limiting' -factor to-,,ard better production. It is believed thab if planting
time euuld be advanced by one month tu iloveber this being only possible by irrigating
1VC%.11 sterts in December, yields might roacb 1 300 pounds of cured tobacco leal'
per 0.C.VG0 Those figures are based on actual yields achieved by POMe farmers ii Nduli,
end on -;t1ndings frem enperiments at Seaeu-dale Research Farm,

3.2 The central Is ---

This sane inelndes all the areas on eithjr side of Iringa Dopma road, from
Kisinga to Uyangoro, an& indmucting arJas around Kihorpgeta. This zone is about 100 000
acres c-21)0 carries the greatest concentrabion of both human and livestock population.
Dei'elopiaenU of this area haa'started about fifteen years ago, and particularly after bhe
eonatrnetlon of the Dodema-Tringa _road. Raise is the main cultivated crop in the area
and covers about 80 percent of bile total areble land. The estimated average yield of
maJr7no per acre in ismani is 5 baca 1 000 pounds, elhen calculated 1' Tanzania
ntandards, bhe yiela is about double the average in the country (0.45 tons per acre
compared '61.o 02l5 (1960)< Still the problem of utmost importance to the economy of the
crea is the gradual deolining in maize ,cields. Records point out that in the period
botneen 1950 to 19!-;5 maise yields were about 9 to 12 bags por acre. By 19639 in E
peraod of loss tl,an. 10 rears,maise yields had fallen to the present average of 5 bags
per acre, This T.e.:C;/ rapid decline is atributed mainly bo the folloveing factors.

Large scale agricultural deTelopmont has started in this area following the
construction of the Dodoma-Iringa roads, Most of the development was initiated and
supported financially by non-residenta, most of whom were not farmers by profession.
Their intevest vas in getting quid: returns from the land. Therefore, agricultural
practices in this 2.ono can be descrtbed 0,2 mainly of tho soil-mining typo; with no
consideration pisen 47, 0]s preservation of thc soil'e fertility.

A 1. ; dry season, nith no peonimity to adequate domectic water supplies that
could be deverneed eibhin the Zialaacial and technieal means of the growers, dictated
monoculture cropping. ThereZoreproduotion zas mainly oriented to a short growing, and
low laboixa-coneum'Ang crop cc .?,E; to minimize domestic water use by farm labourers,
especially during ihe olai seas



For the same reason cattle husbandry d eon:»
adopted.
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e a _)uld not be

3.3 The Igula 41kulula

This zone lieF; eastward froo 7Cgula to 1.13a03.0 Yt Is ;-))oo.t (17+ -100
a relatively recen t area of developmsntG some pants of fAill 'ooennp:W.
Here the level of soil FrtTh ir17 high; void y:lolaa 7.Jhte17,.

the only cultivated orop9 ore comparat,ivok; big; about 0-9 b;Js per C,C.XC.c VW7ilICA'0
still acauiring now plots im this fr,ono at 3 .7°;C' tat iwuJA: put sLJ c;ood Taild
cultivation within 3 emm,

3.4 Lambilole

This zone is situated to the east of the centra). Tsmaal zone and has 211 a
acreage of about 23 000 acres. The Idgera and tvo smaller V:-Ve7.17, rvad sever1 sLrlams
flo into this area whicb remains flooded for the greater part of :Jae t't dries
up completely touard the end of the dry season..

Presently this zone supports a largo number of cattle, about 50 000 beadla 000
of oats, 7 000 of sheep (for cattlo distribution in Ismani seo Appondi7. Ii) L is
mainly utilised for grazing, but if supplementary irrigatimi Iras availablethe zone
could have high potentialities for intensivo agricultural uses.

3.5 Area o h of Nyangoro

Thia zone covers an area of about TO 000 coves CIL' sandy imams and is
suitable for flue-cured tobacco3 yo t only one farmer 800 acre farm) growa tobacco.
The greateut part of the zone is unoccupied and under thick bush. Some subsictenco
maize is cultivated by the local populatiou but yields aro VOr7 ooer. Because cf tho
unsuitability of the soils,a better practico would be to ro tato maize aud tobacco, tbe
latterbeing more suitable for this typo of soil. Taiso would tbea bener:it froF, thr,

residual offect of the fertilizers that ffould be applied heavtly to tho tobaocoo On the
other handp lack of domes tic water supplies has agoll, hindered tobacco p7-odustiom in this
zone.

4. e De ve eral Con=lderations

The Tanzania Government in itorested in the dovolopmeut of Xsmcnt,; mal.n.:1,T, because
i is ono of the major ma.:.ze produciag: areao in tlye c.ountry. 19' 676 ;os
maize were marketed .?or oash 7Crom thir7 r_2(Do . amortn to 60 1,?roel't the tea°.

majze deliveries to Tamzani,,, autf, )":.

Zeared that production onr oxre ¡J:Lt etYktims (1J.

been ;;110 case for the last a)ftoen years Y.; .arl boom ten mou'tonoLl that t't1., PeO,
-would sometime revert to subsis6enoe would uasto al/ luestoents 30

faro IBIOrGrOWvi b zimportaut to p1T1 timus..a.m)il3tom acrvieulture f'.11 lomauip ttm

ra o): laytng a0VIA more stable foriAtion for p3d1li:tiom, (0))) wt.) ol:ìea bitie aould

;;(.) ncrease oroductivy as woJ1 a to matmtat,1 Utt sn5.1T,

somPl1eated problems liou.1d i'Ltoo dow,a0-0m, LA6,u! pj:odwr6;ct : uo coc h,; ,:es.tored
to the 1950 averages.it thv.t all cauc br of th, ofoblems oheold bo e7amilled.
These problems are thscdbo)!.A the 'iollLming soctioo.s,

Water Supply

Whethev for domes'c;ic9 or for 1A:Acatiom pupposos, is a major factor
that die babes the avieultul-al :abbcn andland utilization shaqcos and
improved practices ol7c, to De iji .th_s Tolutle%, to %IL,: p)_.01,j.cd,1 oz rmlyply



should precede any other considerations, as pointed out in the following chapter.
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'eost altor,:n

uater nupplies.

6.1 Tobacco cultivation

The two tobacco.growing areas, at Nduli and north of Nyangoro village, .are not
at present of top concern to the Government. Agricultural practices in the two areas
follow the general pattern for tobacco cultivation in Iringa. Development of new farms
and settlements is under way especially in the Adult area. There is a marked shortage
of domestic water supplies in the Nduli areas, but the need is greatest in the area north
of Nyangoro village. Improvements to the supply of irrigation water for the tobacco
farms should be undertaken only after a more detailed feasibility study that would
include trials and demonstrations.

6.2 Maize cultivation

Decline in maize production per acre in Ismani is the most immediate problem.
Comparative yields in the Ilanga experimental substation in central Ismani, for
fertilizer and grasa ley trials, and production averages in the newly opened lands in
the Igula-Mkulula area, demonstrate effectively that the soils in the central area have
been mined for many years; and that unless proper agricultural practices are introduced
maize yields will keep on declininz as more pressure id exerted on the land. Several
recommendations have been put forward to solve this problem and are included in the
working programme of the experimental substation. These are mainly:

To introduce a proper crop rotation that would involve other crops than
maize, namely: groundnuts, beans, pulses, castor, Bun-flower or grass.

ii. To encourage fertilizing, manuring, and the introduction of better maize
varieties.

To encourage animal husbandry.

6.3 Labour requirements

Still some physical factors ohibit a full-scale improvement in the region.
In the case of introducing new crops in rotation,this could entail higher labour
requirements. Comparisons in labour requirements between maize and groundnuts (the
litter being the most promising alternative crop) clearly demonstrate that, when consider-
big labour costs, maize would be more rewarding to an Ismani farmerpespecially since
farming is done generally on a family-unit basis. The comparison is as follows:

i. Maize: Average yield per acre 500 lb or about 200 kg at sh -/27 = 54/-.

A family could easily care for 10 acres of maize (see labour requirements Appendix
3). The gross revenue of a farm unit would be ah 54/- x 10 acres s. 540/-.
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espoolally durinc tho dry season9 makes ma ,
11:7u: rea. ;Ialse :i. season crop and9therefore

In addi.'iou 1cr affects the dAstribution and the intensity of the population,
le,bon22 :mree9 and cattle in the area. ProvidinG an adequate supply of domestic water
woul0 immediately improvo ooaditionkpartioularly for labour9 and would thus help to
increase production, end oreate bote r sessibilities for land utilization.

-ultaral PracticeS
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yield per acre 650 kg at oh 485 = 552/50.

A ftei1cn (rely onitivato -Jet employieg additional labour emits) 0.75 acres
(s e Apnen x 4). Therefore5tlee reeeee eeeeene ee a eemele, Feeja be eh 552/50 :le 0075
te 414/38,

It is normal practice ie area to oclect plaeeing seeds from last yeaA crop;
and as labour is supplied free the farmer familee, it eau be assumed, therefore, that
other costs of production are negligible and that the grose income per family ueiet
could be well considered as a net income. It is apparent then that rotarns from maize
are higher than from groundnuts. Additionally, maize cultivation,oe a Tamilyesieo unit
does not put extreme pressure, through excessive labour requiremeule or the farily as
compared to groundnuts. The whole picture uould change if cheap labour ras available
in Ismani. So until thenpit would be a difficult job to introduce new crops to forme
in that area.

Other measures of agricultural development, including the use of fertilisers,
improved varieties3etc. would also result in an increase in labour requirements; for if
successful,they would result in bigger yields andltherefore, more labour to handle the
crop. Eventually,agricultural improvements in Ismani would result in more pressure on
water resources as additional labour is introduced. Therefore,development will be
delayed as long as the water problem has not been solved.

6.4 Pasture and animal husbandry

It has been suggested that grass ley alternating with maize would be a good
agricultural practice for Ismani. From purely technical considerations this might be
so but farmers do not yet realize that a long term increase in fertility to their soils
would compensate for the loss of half their maize production to grass, especially sincee
at presentLannual production can be maintained at no cost on the Mbugas where feed is
plenty and Tree.

Cattle are kept mainly en the Mbugas.during the wet season. The main object of
animal husbandry is beef production, yet some cattle are brought to the maize areas to
graze clear the maize fields; then they are driven off to the Mbugas as the water
shortage becomes acute. Thus the improvement of animal husleendry too is dependent on
solving the water problem.

7. Marketing and Credit

The marketing of maize in Ismani is done through marketing cooperative societies
which are part of the Ildnga Farmers Cooperativo Union. Deliveries are made to Tanz ia

Millers who are the main agents of thc Fational Agricultural Products Board.

There are five cooperative societies in Ismani, namely: Igula, Wdevelwa, Mkaunguga,
Kisinga, Kitapilomiva. The role of these cooperatives is mainly confined to collection

and marketing. No credit is extended to the farmers through these cooperatives. Yet

by examining deductions in the price paid to the farmers (see Appendix 0, it will be
seen that cooperatives subtract a shT 402 leve per kg of maize. This actually amounts
to 1/80 per 90 kg bag netor to about 400 000 from the whole Ismani area.

The value of the service extended by the cooperatives to the growers or to its
members was not considered in this report. I.(' is suggested though to examine the
marketing of agricultural products in the area uith the aim of making better use of
these cooperatives; and make sure tha't more assistance is extended to its members (i.e.

farmers) in aspects of agriculture production, especially in extending credit which
should be made available for the purchase of fertilizers and good seed, as well as for

payment of labour. Therefore, aiaong other technical measures recommended for Ismani,
the problem of improvement of cooperatives and credit facilities should be given high

priority.



8. papulation

The population in Ismani fluctuates depending on the season. It is divided in two
distinct groups:

j. Ismani locals

Ismani Area Mbungu Vallm Total
Wet season: Adults Children Adults Children

14 213 7 253 3 618 2 012 27 096

Dry season: 12 223 4 112 2 916 2 001 21 252

jj Seasonal Labourers

Wet season: . 24 513

Dry season: = Nil.

The total population in the wet season is about 52 000; in the dry season it
decreases to 25 000. This position is attributed to.the unfavourable conditions,
especially with regard to domestic water supplies. For this reason labourers are only
available during the wet season; they come in from distant places seeking employment in
Ismani. The average pay for one labourer per day is sh 3/35,including housing,plus some
assistance in ration supplies which are offered free by the employer. In the dry season,
labourers migrate back to their homes. This seasonal fluctuation has affected, in a
detrimental manner, tho economy of the area, in that:

most of the labour-consuming jobsosuch as harvesting, are achieved in a
very short time,i.e. before the depletion of the water supplies. Consequently, the
marketing is confined to a short period, putting a lot of strain on transport and
storage.

óff-season labour-demanding crops could not be introduced favourably in the
area in a proper rotation with maize,

(iii) a lar
from Ismani.

9, Land Tenure

Most of lands in Ismani tre hola mider customary rights. Allocations have been
made by the local chiefs during the early settlements. Presently, allocations are made
through the district council. Records of the rights are not kept officially, which
means that the situation regarding land tenure does not instill confidence or give an
assurance to the farmers on the future of their holdings. Recording and acknowledgement
of right would incoad, give more stability in the area and would encourage injection of
capital :nid effo2rix nil long tea'w development. Additionally, procedures involving the
implementation or tenue policy, could be effectively used Loo initiating valuable
reforms to the farms of this area.

ZZ
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portion of the labourers' earnings are wasted on transport to.and
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Cha.te

ismAra VALLEY DEVELOPMENT: PART II-WATER DhVhLOPMEINT

1. Introduction

At the request of the Director, W.D.I.D., the FAO Investigation Team visited the
Ismani Valley area on 8-94anuary 1965,to investigate and report on the Ismani water
supply projects.

From a study of the correspondence on the above subject the following facto emerge:

On 29 January 1964,a request for a pipeline was made by the local authorities
Iringa/Ismani to the W.D.I.D. so as to ease the domestic water supply to the Ismani area.

On 18 February 1964,a rough estimate for supplying piped water from the Little
Ruaha was made; prepared by the R.W.E. Mbeya (Officer-in-charge Iringa). It quoted a
cost of E150 000 to supply 250 000 _fallcins_per-clAy.

On 7 March 1964,the Officer-in-charge,Iringa, W.D.I.D., stated that the people at
Ismani had collected 30 000 shillings for an improved water supply. They dia this by
collecting one bag of maize from each farmer. He also reported that he possibility of
connecting the proposed Ismani supply to the present Iringa town pumped supply had been
discussed with the local people, on the understanding that the water would be sola to
them from kiosks. The Officer-in-charge, Iringa,quoted the Extension OfCicer, Agr)
culture, as saying the yield of maize was falling to 5 bags per acre ( 1 000 pounas?).
The Tanesco water-right to generate electricity was mentioned at this stage (140 =secs
at Tasamaganga rom L. Ruaha).

On 16 May 1964, under the Title,Land Utilization - laman, Iringa District he

R.W.E. Mbeya proposed:

A 2-mile long tunnel through the Cherigimono hill to bring water from the
Little Ruaha into the Ismani Valley via the Mbungu river drainage.

The building of the dam at Iringa on the Little Ruaha (FAO - Rufiji Basin
Survey1961).

To divert 300 cusecs into the Ismani valley via the tunnel and to generate

en route 50 000 000 000 kwh/year; and to use the bulk of this 300 cusecs for irrigation
in the Ismani valley.

Cost of tunnel £50 000 first phase

Cost of dam El 200 000 second phase

On the proposal to pump and pipe water from the Little Ruaha,the R.U.E. quoted
20 miles of 6 inch pipe, costing E150 000 and pumping charges of E8 000 per year.

On 24 August 1964, it was stated that up to El 500 was to be allocated to surveys
of the proposed tunnel at 1/10 000 (Head Office, W.D.I.D.).

On 16 September 1964, the R.W.E. Mbeya received a letter stating that the prelimin-

ary investigations of the Ismani Water supply would be under the direction of the

(Ubungo).

I/ nesajn EnLneer
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On 14 October 1964, in a report on the Ismani Water SupplyIthe Director of Planning
(D. of D. and P.) gave his views on the tunnel v. pump scheme,and favoured the idea of
pumping from the Little Ruaha. He further mentioned the easing of the problem if the
population was "pulled in" to villages or settlements. Then follo ed several letter's
between interested parties in which ths real object of supplying drinking water to the
people of Ismari became lost in a welter of technical data and costs and estimates
covering a major irrigation development and power production scheme.

On 7 January 19652an aid application for Ismani Water Supply, Land Survey No. 46,
prepared by W.D.I.D., gave the cost of the construction of a tunnel from the Little
Ruaha river and 20 miles of pipeline) 'trith a second branch of 15 miles, as £265 000
spread over three years; and left the construction of the 60 megawatt generating station,
the development of 20 000 acres under irrigation and the building of the Little Ruaha
dam to the future.

The pump scheme was dismissed as having too high a recurrent cost.

On 9 January 1965, a map giving the areas of "good" soil for develo ent and some
estimated population figures, as and when the area is fully developed,was forwarded by
R.W.E. Iringa to the Regional Agricultural Officer who is undertaking an . "Agricultural
Veasibility Study of the Ismani Area with Reference to a pater Supply from the Little
hnoha Ri-ver".

The R.W.E. comments that the proposed development could lead to a demand of 1.5
Gallons n day, which at the Iringa township price of eh 3/ per 1 000 gallons

7ould eest 00 000 por annum.

The onestion oi íhincing the development of the area is also covered by the
eo:,?relJDondonce and mivutes of filo UD 302.

The HInistry oC aitth3 Settlemeat aDd Water De -.Lopuioit had r.:omieed the inbabitcute
swami Valley aren that nloo 000r uhich rae ecti ted as the cos tho parks,

qa0 available for rthiç the scheme.

2. Dio of the Area

i Valley area of some 200 souare tLeo lieu to the uorh of the Ljttle
ueh -Iverr separated from it by a ranGo o hil Iringa, tour is built ou the oesteru

ciad of tI3iLi :ange. The Croat gorth loose bouna long the
\OO.,O2 marGLLz ud the north and oan-',; is bounded b 1 hills.

T7)e- cree ylea by tile uou--oevennial HbunGu uhish flows east inlx the
auaha. T no record of -Clews in tws rlrer, Diainege is interruptod by

a serles ef mbngao which (mentually drain iuo tho rlveP

The General opograPky t 1,3 described as brohen and uudulating,with a good soil
cover. The.altlialdo vari 700 to 4 000 fee; -very little of the area in flat,
except within the mbugas, but the slopes are not nteep end Lhe Greater part of the area
is suitable for cultivation. Soil erosion is not apparent oice-ot near the steeper edges
of the drainage lines where the cultivators have tried to use every inch of land. The
aros has been cultivated for a long time and the natural vegetation has been destroyed
or strongly modified.

Rain a n a airsort l6O6.,
Annual total in inches 1960 1961 1962 6 1964

18.9 24.7 30.7 24.4 19.6



Rainfall at Ismani, 1956-62

Annual total in inches 1956 1957

27.9 25.8 23.62

3. The Ismani Water Supply Scheme,

3.1 General

Looking into the relatively short history of the "Ismani Water Supply Scheme",
it seems that the original and rather urgent target to be achieved, namely a satisfactory
water supply (which had been requested by the local population), had undergone consider-
able transformation when the technical side of the problem was undergoing discussion and
examination.

From a limited rural water supply scheme intended to meet the immediate needs of
the local people in the Ismani area, it became a large multipurpose water development
project,with the idea of digging a tunnel through the Cherigimono hill range to divert
300 cusecs from the Little Ruaha,with the possibility of irrigation development over
some 320 square miles.

In such a multi-purpose scheme,the return from the domestic water supply would form
only a minor part of the returns from the who1e9 and undoubtedly the feaeibility of the
scheme has to be based on the full-scale development of the area. For this reason alone,
realistic consideration must be giver to the prospects of irrigated crops and electric
power consumption in theIringaPlateau/Ismani Valley aren in the futura,

3.2 Irriation of the Is Valle a ea

So far, irrigation is not required by the unsettled population of the Ismani
Valley area. Should a reliable water supply and other community facilities build up
better living conditions in the area end,therefore,urge a greater part of the population
to become more stable and to practise husbandry on a more permanent basis, irrigation
would most likely become a necessity to palliate the long .lry ueason. But because of
the undulating landp gravity irrigatiom can hardly be envisaged. Overhead aprinkler
irrigation would be the best system so develoemert of :irrigation at Ipmemi will have
to wait until the region is much more advanced.

3.3 Prese r7l1: .1.1 the Ismani Valle area

Some 78 000 acrea are under rain-fed cultivation at present, the greater part
of which is used for maize; some beaus and tobacco are grown, and the usual food crops
are grown near the housea. A few cattle are kept in the area, but the number that can
stay throughout the dry season is small; like the farmers they have to leave once the
dry season starts and local surface water suppldes dry out. Cotton is not grown in the
area due to the regulations imposed by theMinistry of Agriculture, Tanzania.

3.4 1.17.9.u1.__.L.erbtut

The yields of maize are put at 5 bags/acre or 1 000 pounds per acre. Total
output of maize in Tanzania is some 600 000 tons. The area under cultivation of crops,.,
including maize,is 16 400 000 acres. The total output of cereal starches is 3 520 000
tons. So it is possible to say that the output of the Ismani valley area is about
double the average for the whole country.
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1959 1960 1961 1962

43.8 24.8 24.7



3.5 Soils

After only a brief examination of the area3the general soil pattern suggests
that the bulk of the area that is suitable for dry arable farming has been developed
for a long time; some of the eastern areas and the mbugas are still not used. The level
of fertility is not high but compared with other parts of the country is above average.

.The only way to improve the fertility level of the soil without using artificial
fertilizers is by introducing rotations, including legumes; and by introducing mixed
farming and returning the animal manure to the land, something that is rarely practised
at present in Tanzania; and it seems that this is something the farmers are strongly
opposed to doing. The labour of moving the manure is considerable without the help of
some form of transport; and the manure tends- to collect near the dwellings which are
not usually in the centre of the arable plots.

Po ulation of the Area

The number of people in the Ismani valley area is estimated at between 7 000-8 000
during the height of the maize growing season, but falls considerably in the dry season,
perhaps Co 2 000. The main population areas are: Ilole, Nduli, Lambilole, the Ismani
village area along the Great North Road, the Mbungu valley and Ukaninemo area. It is
estimated (R.W.E.) that after development the population density will be 380 per square
mile (110 000 on 184 000 acres), as opposed to 26 for the whole of Tanzania. If the
area is developed to 184 000 acres, and each family of five persons farms five acres,
the population will be 640 per sq. mile (1 per acre).

Utilization of the Generated Power

Taking into account the power requirements of an overhead irrigation system and
domestic demand, the 50 megawatts quoted previously is considerably in excess of the
anticipated future demand.

Of the three main purposes of the Ismani Valley scheme irrigation, hydroelectric
power and water supply only the last requires immediate consideration, as the real
shortage of water is hindering permanent and organized settlement in the area.

Domes Consum tion in Communities
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The feasibility of tapped water supply schemes in rural Africa is frequently based
on a daily consumption of 10 gal/human. Provision for cattle also amounts to some 10
gal/head/day. This is more than is necessary.

Tapped water, supplied from reliable and permanent sources, delivered at kiosks is
needed in the following amounts in the laman i area.

-Humans: Dry season (8 months): 6 gal/day/person
25 gal/day/family of 6.

Rainy season 3 gal/day/person
12 gal/day/family of 6.

(additional supply from surface water)



7.2 on emanen

There is no perennial river within the considered area; the nearest is the
Little Ruaha. Moreover, until a proper hydrogeological survey is carried out, the
groundwater cannot be coneidered as a main source either, although extracting a small
quantity of water for limited purposes is envisaged as an additional supply on restricted
zones,

7.2.1 Rainwater

Yearly rainfall at Ismani averages 23,7 nches (recorded over 5 years).
At Iringa Airfield it averages 28.3 inches (recoyded over 6 years). About three quarters
of an inch falls within the three months:Februa.up Marchy April,

7.2.2 Seasonal surface runoff
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Cattle r season (8 months): 8 gal/day/head

Rainy season Ni].

(fUll supply from surface water)

The actual water requirements, with a population of about 10 000 and 5 000 head of
cattle are as follows. These amounts must be supplied from a permanent source (ground-
water or perennial river flow no seasonal storage).

For 8 months, during the dry season:

Humans: 60 000 gal/day maTimum.
Cattle: 40 000 n tf

100 000 gal/day maximum
i.e. 24 million gal over 8 months.

For 4 months, during the rainy season:

Humans: 30 000 gal/day maximum.
Cattle: Nil

30 000 gal/day maximum.
i.e. 3.6 million gal over 4 months.

The total yearly requirements from the water system would thus be about 28 million
gallons.

7. Sources of Water Supply

7.1 Permanent sources

According to the Rufiji Basin Survey report, average specific runoff an
'Tinge Plateau amounts to 75 ac ft/sq. mile/year. Referring to the varying yields of

the four "charcos or dams built within the area, it appears that the runoff is not an

entirely reliable source of water supply.

ources s o a e
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8.1 Pera 2ources

Hater could 'co el:tracted fsom the Little fluaha by pumping it over the lower
saddlee.r the hill rango p 150 above the river bed3 by a hydraulic ram (through a
gabion-maderei.:;.° 8 ft highi.by a tunnel. A-delivery .system, .muld be required- for all
three alternatives.

In mpul parte oi tho ismani Valloy,oz.traoting Groundwater by uirepump would be an
adequate Iry of supplyins domestio uatel' to small Groups of families. Wind records at
Iringa Airport (Ndull area) shoa that c, 20 ft diameter wind-uheel9 properly located,
cOuld lift to 130 ft more th 800 000 sllons during the year (seo Appendix 6), i.e.
the annual consumption for a community of 250 people plus cattle,in due proportion
(assuming an additional supply from rain and/or surface run-off during the rainy season).

8.2 Non-permanent sources

8.2.1 Catchment and stora e of rainwater

Assuming a 20 inch rainfall in an ordinary dry year, one and a quarter
ft of rainwater can be collected during the three rainy months (March', April, May).
Assuming aleo that the use of stored rainwater would be restricted to humans (water
requirements of cattle being met by other means)Ohe quantity of rainwatqr to be caught
for the annual requirements of one individual is 1 440 gallons or 231,ft-). Therefore/
the area of watertight catchment (for one individual) should be 185 ft'l and the capacity
of the cistern 1 200 gallons c) 200 ft3 (per person). The minimum catchment area for a
family of six should be 740 ft'l and the capacity of the cistern 2 800 gallons or 800 ft'.

8.2.2 The family-type rainwater cistern

A 10 x 10 x 8 ft underground cistern, is required, lined with bricks
and floor bricks, covered with aluminium corrugated sheets supported by a light bamboo
frame.

The roof of the house (of corrugated sheets) and the roof of the cistern itself
form an appreciable fraction of the rainwater catchment.

cistern roof 10 x 10 100 ft2

house roof 20 x 10 200 ft2

300 ft2

Area of the "apron"
740 - 300 440 ft2

The apron is lined with floor bricks.

For future housing,the cistern and apron should be planned to be combined with the
dwelling.

8.2.3 The community-type rainwater cistern (50 to 100 peo.Elel

Cisterns of 50 000 and 100 000 gallons, with appropriate aprons (7 700 and
15 400 ft3) would be needed. Although they should be cheaper (smaller area of lining
and roofing per gallon stored), the types. of roof-framing become different for larger
spans, and require more costly materials.
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Whatever the typo thecistera is, cbasic measures should be taken in order to evoid
pollution of water; fencilng around i;de aprons, separate wells to ceetract water Zrom the
cis-terna

8.2.4 Store e ce? tenora

Due to the higa evaporation (and seepage), tho capacity of shEalow
reservoirs created by erecting small earth dama a selected places on minor non-
perennial water courses has to be four or five times largor than the estimated require-
ments.

On the Ismani Plateau four such "charcos" have been in service 2or several years.
Their yield is not very satisfactory. However, this means of storing water cannot be
neglected, especially for cattle. In every case4careful investigations have to be carried
out in order to select suitable sites controlling water catchments of limited arca, not
subject to intensive erosion.

9. Cost Estimates

It is possible by examining figures and estimates worked out by W.D.I.D. to anti-
cipate the development costa, running costs, and finally the cost of water supply to
this area.

9.1 Permanent sources

9.1.1 Little Ruaha River

Pumping, Pumping costs were worked out (Filo WD 302 Folio 54)
at ah 2/25 per 1 000 gallons on the basis of a delivery of 233.6 million gallons per
year. We estimate that the needs for Ismani will not exceed 28 million gallons per year.
The estimated figure should,thereforelbe increased as the capital, installation aud
running costs do not vary in proportion to the delivery, but will tend to increase as
the total delivery of the scheme is decreased. This figure,if brought to ah 2/50zuill
be adequate for comparison.

draulic Ram. No previous study has been undertaken for the
supply of water to Ismani by using this system. The use of hydraulic rams in this scheme
might be worth investigating, especially as the operation and running costs vould be
minimal.

iii. Tunnel, Estimates for the construction of a tunnel are given in
Filo WD 302 Folio 54. A minimum possible tunnel structure with distribution system will
cost £743 000. The entailed capacity of 300 =secs (300 cusecs = 59 000 mi/lion gallons/
year) is dictated by the technical considerations of tunnel construction, and there ir
no relationship between that capacity and the actual water requirements of the Ismani

Valley. As only 28 million gallons are needed, the cost of delivery of 1 000 gallons
by the tunnel would be:

I43 000 x 20 x 1 000
30 x 28 000 000

17/70 cents

Therefore, supposing that íater for the Ismani Valley is supplied from the Little
Ruaha, it is obvious that pumping, either by pumping units or hydraulic rams, would be

the most economical system.

Pumping for ismani could be developed in stages,as the need arose,through the increase

of water consumption in the area.
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However, it must be noted that the supply of pumped water would only serve areas where
population is concentrated. Long distances between the areas of concentration and
places where the population is scarce would overburden the construction and the opera-
tion of a complete water distribution system.

9.1.2 Groundwater

Reference is made to the Ukaninemo borehole, equipped with a windmill.
The construction costs were as follows (1957):

Borehole (300 ft deep) E 950

Surface works and eauipment El 650

Total E2 600

The tested yield was 300 gal hour, and the estimated yearly output 800 000 gallons.
The cost of the supply of 1 000 gallons by pumped groundwater (windmill) would be about
ah 5/-.

9.2 Kon-permanent sources

Cost estimates for the supply of runoff storage water which are based on the
water catchment tank built at Segera indicate that water would cost about ah 27/- per
1 000 gallons. This figure is very high. However, it could be reduced in the following
ways:

Development costs could be decreased by an estimated 40 percent if proper
attention is givon to the design and the choice of material used in the building of
these tanks.

Most of the costs are local costs involving only a mall portion of forei
currencies. Labour costs could also be met by voluntary contribution, or by the farmers
when unemployed in cultivation.

Moreover, the topography of Ismani is particularly suited to the development of such
tanks.

10. Conclusions and Recommendations

The Ismani Valley area has been recently developed as a result of the construction
of the Dodoma-Iringa road. The valley is part of the Rufiji Basin and drains north to
the great Ruaha river. Its general topography can be described as broken and undulating.
The altitude of Ismani varies from 4 700 to 4 000 feet. There is no evidence of impor-
tanb soil erosion. The average rainfall is between 20-27 inches and the rainy season is
from mid-December to the end of April. During 6-7 months the area does not receive any
rainfall.

The rocks of the valley belong to the Gneiss family. These can be divided into (a)
Quarts-Feldspar-Chlorite pexicite Schists and (b) Hornblende Biotite Quejases. The rocks
were subjected to various geological forces; and asta result they became Isastantially
deformed, jointed in placee,shatterod and inclined in a south easterly direction.

The Hornblende-Biotite Gneisses are the more massive and harder rocks. Close and
tight jointing is a typical characteristic of these rocks, and groundwater could be
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confined at depth in an irregular and scattered pattern.

Ismani can be divided into five main zones according to land use in the valley.

The Nduli area.
b The Central Ismani.
c The Igula Mkulula area.

The Lambilole Mbuga.
e North of Nyangoro.

The Nduli and north of Nyangoro are mainly tobacco growing areas, while the Central
Ismani and Igula - Mkula areas are maize growing areas; the Lambilole Mbuga is chiefly
grazing ground for cattle.

The immediate interest in Ismani lies in the maize-growing areas of central and
Igula-Mkululu,where 60 percent of the Iringa and Mufindi's maize is produced. Yields
have been gradually decreasing. Reasons for the drop in production are mainly:

Lack of domestic water suppliesiespecially in the dry season, which results in
the decrease of the labour force and cattle in the area. This favours maize production
while it excludes other possibilities in land utilization,"especially in the case of
labour-demanding crops.

Other measures which might-result in the adjustment of farm utilization in
the area, such as use of fertilizers,improvedmarketing, land tenure reforms, animal
breeding,etc., would eventually result in increasing labour requirements.

It is obvious that the first step toward any readjustment or development in agri-
culture production at Ismani is to provide a reliable supply drinking water to the people
of Ismani. Any major irrigation development and power production scheme should be post-
poned until this basic need has been fulfilled.

So far no agricultural work has been started in this area,for the purpose of
determining the economic, technical and human problems involved in an irrigation scheme.
The time needed for this study, the design, and the construction of an irrigation scheme
in this area, will easily exceed four to five years before any irrigation project can be
started. The following investigations are still required.

Soil and topographical surveys.

Tunnel investigations and accurate construction estimates.

The determination of suitable crops.

Proper irrigation methods and costs of development.

Water consumption of the crops in relation to the regime of the Little
Ruaha, taking into account the dry season, and Tanesco water rights, etc.

(v1) Running costs and expected returns.

(vii) Settlement of the population and system of operation.

Other problems related to the proper economical use of power would also have to be

examined by the agencies responsible.

The total requirement fizr water in this area is about 28 million gallons per year.

This figure is based on the actual population and ca tle numbers in this area.
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A tunnel to bring water from the Little Ruaha river is not recommended, not because
of technical considerations/but because economically a tunnel would not be viable unless
large amounts of water are actually required.

It is recommended that:

(a) Pumping of water from the Little Ruaha should be developed for water supply
to the main concentration centres at Ismani. The development of the pumping scheme
should be gradual and in accordance with the requirements of the population.

(b) Pumping from underground water using windmills should also be investigated to
supplement the water distribution system in the area. This method might in future
compete with the system in (a) if areas are remote and the population is low.

(c) The construction of runoff storage tanks is expensive when compared with other
methods, but such tanks will find their uses as the methods of construction are improved;
and especially where families and small numbers of cattle and people are located in
remote areas. This system also has the advantages of absence of foreign currency
requirements, use of local materials, and high labour costs that could be cut by proper
organization and by voluntary oontribution, and by spreading construction over a number
of years.

The cost for development would be:

piped uater supply 6.76 600
b deve/opment of existing Irate:7 supply 34 000

It is difficultto assess the exact figures of banefit Ismani Valley would get as
a result of this scheme, but the most obvious results would be:

A yea_ y economy in tho cost of transporting a minimum 50 000 persons to and
from Ismani during dry season.

The permanent settlement of the miLratory population would not involve extra
costs in accomodations and other services tho temporary accomodations used during
dry season would be also used permanently.

(o) More earning uould be opoetod on fcrms es labourdemanding high producing
crops are introduoocî. gradually to ho area0 This uould result in the diversification
of productfion and o, better distribntion of equirements.

(d) It solve a marketing D resulting .Eom the need of bringing in und
handnwrs the harvest in a ot DericL . before the commencement of the dry season0

(e) Zntroduction of stability on the farms, more capital and a long term
conservation policy.

Possibilities for the utilization of the generated electricity should be examined
by the Ministry of Industries and Pouer. If informationditer'proves that there are
good possibilities for the development of the Little Ruaha scheme 'then more detailed
studies could be initiated f;owards that end.
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Chapter 10

E IRRIGATION SCHEME

Location

The village of Mwakijembe is on the south bank of the Umba river,about 40 miles
upstream from the TanzaniaKenya border. Aocess to the village ia an 18mile long earth
road from Mtandikeni which is about 40 miles from Tan on the Mombasa Road. Travel-
ling IsItibe difficult on the earth road after heavy rain.

Topography

The houses of the village are situated on slightly undulating land above the river.
This land extends,to the south and east. North of the village the land slopes steeply
towards an alluvial terrace of variable width above the river bed. The terrace is
flooded for short periods during maximum river flows (i.e. April 1964).

There is a contoured topographic map of the area, scale 1 in to 200 ft.

. Population

There are about 200 persons in the area as far as could be established. The major-
ity are farming the land along the river terraoe, but a few own livestock.

40 Cultivation

The main crops are maize, cassava and beans, with a few bananas and coconuts; all
relying on rainfall. Crop failures are common. It is believed that each person has 0.5

acres of shamba.

5. Rainfall

The rainfall, as in many other areas of Tanzania, is erratio and unreliable.

Mwak embe Aver e inches e onth

1.11

2.49
1.84
3.59
4.58
0.40
0.74
1.74
0.87
2.32
2.80
2.26

24.74 Maximum in one day: May 1951, 3.36
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Rainfall at Mea Estates,25 miles from Mwakijembe and nearer the coast,was an aver-
age of 40.47 inches per year 1941-1962. Daily maximum 6.21 inches 26 September, 1948.
Lowest annual rainfall 1941-1962 was 1949 with 26.01 inches.

6. Hydrology

The Umba river is perennial with a wide fluctuation in flow. Qaugings from January-
December, when the gauge was destroyed by a flood, jvo a minimum flow of 8 ousecs on
Ootober 31 ' 1963,and a maximum of 6 000 - 10 000 cusecs on 26 December- 1963.

In April 19640here was an even higher flood which rose higher than any of the local
people could remember. This new high-flood level was recorded during the recent survey.

There is an agreement between the Governments of Kenya and Tanzania that allown
Tanzania to abstract 5 cusecs for irrigation at Mwakijembe.

7. Soils

From an ir i ion point of view,there are three soil types at Mwakijembe that are
potentially irrigable. These are:

I. The soils of the river terrace. At present these soils are fully cultivated
under rainfall. The soils vary in texture from clays to coarse sands due to their allu-
vial origins. They have a high level of fertility and show no signs of salinity or of
poor drainage, except in a few places where the topography assists the wet conditions;
An ideal site for pumped irri tion.

The soila of the sloping land between the river terraces and the village.
These are generally brown and red clay loams,with occasional rockoutorops and patches of
shallow soil. The slopes are too ateep for any practical irrigation system.

The soils of the undulating land around and to the south and east of the
village are deep, bright red, clay loams carrying a thick cover of commiphora bush.
Very suitable for irrigation but for their topographical position 80 - 90 ft above the
river, whioh excludes the possibility of pumping on economio grounds.

8. Proposals for Irrigation Development

8.1 Three methods for extracting water from the Umba river have been proposed for
irriting area listed in Section 7. iii. rhese are;

Damming the Umba river so as to obtain reservoir regulation at a point 3i
miles above the irrigation area and supply canal on the south bank of the river.

iii 'Building a weir at the same point as the dam but running the canal along
the north bank for 1.7 miles and then bringing the water across the river by an inverted
syphon.

iii. Installing a pump or pumps to lift the water from the river to a commanding
level for the whole area; the lift will be about 90 ft.

We believe that the building of a large and expensive scheme along the methods pro-
posed hereabove cannot be recommended at present for the following reasons:

The area is remote and the population is low compared with the requirements
of the scheme.
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ii, Marketing difficulties will be enoountered if the scheme is to produce in
excess of local requirements.

,iii. Detailed investigations are required so that a proper economic, appraisal can
be oonducted.

iv, Damming the Umba river at the proposed weir site is not feasible due to the
steep slope immediately upstream from the weir.

y. Any upstream reservoir construction is considered not economically feasible
for the present time.

,vi. The proposed pump irrigation, abstracting water from the Umba river, to
command the area described in Section 7 (iii) is considered not economio :'or the present
time due to the very high running costs of pumping.

Recommendations for Development

The immediate requirement of this village is to secure a reliable agriculture crop
on the area presently under oultivation and described in Section 7, i .

A pumped supply from the Umba river to command these 115 acres is sufficient at
present.

Water would be distributed to open furrows via short lengths of pipe from the pump.

The area to be irri ted is about 115 acres and the quantity of water required
would be about 1.92, or 2 cunees. Assuming a water duty of 60 acres per cuneo,

0
Power required to lift 2 cusecs to 15 ft from the river to the irrigated area would

be HP= QWH
550

2 x 62.5 x 15 =3.4 Say 5 HP to include losses.
);()
It would be possible to fit the pump to a tractor so that water may be extracted

at several points along the river and thus reduce losses due to long runs of earth
furrows. Also by this method water distribution will be easier and these would be an
eoonomy in lift.

Im lementation of the Scheme

Additional field information wall be needed to complete the study and the planning
of this irrigation soh e.' ' The Water Development Offic-e in Tanga could be inStructed
'to collect this information as soon as possible.

The detailed project could then be drawn along the requirements of the Alrmors. It
would then be possible for the designers to specify tho number of pumping points, the
delivery of the pump, the power of the tractor and other specifications for this project,

The Water l?evelopment Regional Engineer should have frequent contacts with local
authorities, especially with the village committee so as to explai-la the scheme to them

add to inform them of the development stages that are already under way.

Farmers of this village must have some form of organization enabling them to make

proper use of this scheme as well as of the equipment involved. We suggest that the DOS-
eibility of forming an 4Ticultural cooperative society,,grouping the farmers willing e
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join the scheme should also be investi ted. The rules for this cooperativo society
could be similar to what has been proposed for the Mombo irri tion scheme.

The following information is needed before more definite plans can be made:

I. Number of farmers having shambas on the land proposed for development.

Aoreage and layout of each shamba (to be marked on the existing map).

Present pattern of oultivation of various crops and average yields:

Planting season
Land preparation

o. Harvesting
Interoropping
Average yields
Pests on plant diseases affecting the area.

Land tenure rights.
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Chapter 11

REPORT ON IKOWA IRRIGATION SCHPME

Introduction

Reference is made to this scheme in previous reports - FAO Report on Flood Control
in the Kinyasun e-Mkondoa River Basiri; Report on Ikowa Irrigation Scheme W.D.I.D. 1955;
Report on Irrigation and Land Use at Ikowa 1958, Land Planning; and Ikowa Irrigation
Scheme, proposal for possible revival, by L. Horst, FAO Irri tion Engineer.

Faisting Situation

The situation on this scheme is well explained in Mr. Horst's report. However, at
present the 40 acres that were oultivated by 26 tenants are not in evidence. +Me area
under irri tion has decreased to a few plots of banana trees. Waters from the reservoir
and the dam are now used only for:

Flood control.

A part of the domestic water supply for about 3 000 inhabitants of this area.

Cattle watering for about 4 500 head of cattle.

AgTicultural development in the Ikowa area is now centered on settlement schemes
that are composed of three distinct groups:

(i) A group of T.A.N.U. Youth League volunteers.

Women settlers who originated from Dodoma township.

(iii) A group of farmers, elders, who have been selected from around the area.

Each of the groups were allocated about 40 acres of land planted with rain-fed crops,
ground nuts, sim sim and maize. No irrigation is practised on these settlement schemes.

Several surveys of the soils within the Ikowa scheme have been made in the past and
many analyses carried out.

From a study of the past work, present field observations and analyses, the conclu-
aions reached are:

The soils ("red soils") nearest to the main canal are suitable for irrigation but
are not very fertile and have a low water holding capacity. Drainage is adequate and
the land falls gently from the main canal. There are about 40 acres of this land under
command of the present canal system.

Lying next to the "red soils" is a narrow band of fine clays Pf about 14 acres, im-
perfectly drained and having a slight salinity and alkali hazard. These soils can be

irrigated, but with care. Below this narrow band of clays lies a larger area of some 95
acres of dark clays of high inherent fertility. These soils are the problem; 'soils of

the scheme. In many places the analyses show high salt and pH readings at bOth surface

and depth, with high exchangeable Na %; whilst in other places the readings are not
unduly high. This follows the usual patchy pattern of saline/alkali soils.
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These alluvial clays are very difficult to irrigate and require effective drainage
and leaching to keep the soil in produotion. In fairness to the early soils survey,it
should be noted that the recommendation to irri te this type of soil was of an experi-
mental nature in order to assess the possibility of reducing soluble salts in such a
soil by leaching with irrigation water alone, or even treating with ypsuni.

Very little experimental soil work was carried out once irrigation started, partic-
ularly on the build-up of salinealkaline conditions and water tables.

The layout of the irri ion and drainage scheme for this project, although designed
and planned, was not completed.

Discussion

The Ikowa dam was built in 1957 for the purpose of flood control and irrigation.

No proper attention was given to the agricultural and economic . side of irri tion,
especially concerning the choice of suitable crops, farming rotation, the organization
of the farmers, the marketing of their products, etc.

The rapid pace of Editing in the reservoir would discourage any futuro undertaking,
for it is estimated that in a period of 8 10 years the reservoir will be silted. Pre-
sently, the reservoir does not always contain enough water to meet the needs of irrigation
and other water supplies, especially in dry years.

Checking silt;ing0hrouji watershed management, would be extremely costly and would
not produce any marked effeot in the near future.

Some attempts at soil conservation, especially in the vicinity of the reservoir,
should be envisaged. Fenoing of the reservoir and the proper distribution of oattle
watering points might solve some of the immediate problems. However, the beneficial
effects of this work on the future of the reservoir have to be examined from the economic
side.

The proposals put forward by Mr. Horst in his report have our full support, and we
further stress that no further step or additional expenditure should be started on this
project for promoting irrigation, unless an agricultural solution to the problems in
volved is duly worked out. Emphasis and stress should always be considered on the value
of the organization, and in the administrative and technical operation of the scheme.

In case it is decided to go ahead with irrition on this scheme, and in the event
of proper tackling of its a icultural problems, it should always be borne in mind by
the planners that the life of this cheme, even if revised as recommended in Mr. Horst's
report, would not be more than 20 30 years because of the silting problems in the
reservoir.

Recommendations

The recommendations in Mr. Horet's report for the revival of this project are
strongly endorsed.

Irrigation on this scheme should not.be considered unless

i. The proper organization of the farmers and the administration of the scheme
is worked out according to a comprehensive agricultural plan whioh would take into con-
sideration the nature and the life of the existing water supply.
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ii, The basio agricultural development should,therefore,be conoentrated on grow-
ing rainfed crops in the areas of good soils which surround the irrigation scheme.

iii. In case it is decided that irrigation should be included in the pattern of
land settlements that are developed around Ikowa, we recommend that, provided the farmers
have been well organized and funds are available, any plan should always consider the
irregularity and gradual decrease expected from the water supply. Crops to be grown in
the irri tion scheme must be either hardy, droughtresistant plants, or deeprooted
trees, that would survive the'possible variations in quantity, and eventually the lack
of, irrigation water during the dry season. Also the choice of the crop should be linked
with the economic value and marketability of the produce to justify expenditure on ir-
rigation.

Nevertheless Ikowa dam, if properly maintained to provide flood protection, domestic
water, and cattle watering for this area, would contribute in a marked way to the improve-
ment of the living standards and in the income of the people in this area. The dam would
therefore contribute a great deal te development, other than agriculture, and the dam
should be maintained in operation as long as possible.
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Chapter 12

PAWAGA IRRIGATION SCHEME

Introduction

It has been proposed to supply irrigation water to an area of land on the east bank
of the Little Ruaha river by meane of a low weir and canal. Another proposal was to in-
corporate a road bridge with the weir to improve local oommunications.

Location

The area in question covers about 2 000 acres on the right bank of the riverjbetween
Segerere and Chamaba. The proposed weir site is at 7° 28° S, 350 28' E, altitude about
2 700 ft.

The area is served by an earth road running north from Iringa to Izazi, a village
on the Great North Road. From Iringa to the weir site is 36 miles and from Dodoma 142
miles.

Topography

The area is part of the flood plain of the Little Ruaha and is bordered by the
Uhenge escarpment to the S.E. and an undulating plain to the F.E.

The river flows N.N.E. on an aggraded bed which shows gns of frequent and reoent
Changes of river course with associated out-off meanders and point-bar deposits.

Just below the confluence of the Hoho river with the Little Ruaha there is a rock
bar, and it is this rook bar that has led to the proposals for a weir at this site. The
rook bar has been surveyed and examined in some detail by W.D.I.D. There is a river
gauging station at this site.

The area that would be commanded by a weir at the rook bar is level or gently un-
dulating, dissected by old river courses and sandy cross drainage channele flowing clown
from the higia land to the east, but it is not subject to flooding by the river.

Present Irri ation Works

Below the northern end of the proposed area there are two main off-take channels
used by local irrigators to irrigate land downstream, and traces of many older furrows.

One "old" furrow has now become an important arm of the river and causes heavy flood-
ing downstream during the rains.

A newer furrow, the so-called "Italian furrowns, dug in the 1940's, has now oaptured
a large proportion of the stream and is out of control during hi river flows, flooding
some of the irrigated area.

Duento the aggraded state of the river and the laok of proper regulators, the ir-
rigators have had very little control over the water and have "lost" their supply wherever
a furrow has been captured or the river changed its oourse.



The cost of bringin3 such a furrow system under control is very great and would be
far above the economio level; aud thin ie one of the reasons for considering the proposed
area

5. -7he Proposed Area

The proposed area is virtually unoccupied, and apart from a few rainfed shambas is
uaed for grazing.

The area under command
woodland of mature trees on
and acaciacommiphora scrub

Several reports on the soils aTong the bank3 of the Little Ruaha have been made in
tho pasto but the an]y ono to cover this area in any detail is a report by the A.O. Land
Planning2 datad 25 Nay 1953. (Folio 156 Pilo 58/2 CR.210). The soil survey waa done
with the help of air pbotos, and soil piLs were dvg at intervals along traces cut in the
bush. But the results elj.: tus analyses of samples taken from these pits are not available
here. Aualysear however,: do appear to havo been carrJ.ed out.

The reconnaissance soil map produced with the above report shows that the soil
pattern in omito complez. and from an irrigation point of view made difficult
by areas of intractable soils alhaline soils and buried sand channels. Some of the area

was too oomple.7 1,o map at recoanaissance level.

The remart recommended that tho allvvial soils zre suitable for irrigation and that
the area shouJd be invostigated in Greater deLail but this was not oarried out.

The area commanded by the proposed new channel was estimated as 2 660 acres, but

fo/lowl.ng a moro dotoAlod topographic survey of the area it was found necessary to alter

the lino of the proposed cilarmel. Tbis reduced the area under command to some 2 160 acres.

Of these 2 160 acresovor 400 acres were mapped as "areas completely unsuitable for
irrition due Lo unfavourable topoaraphy, presence of numerous sand bars, and isolated

from main area by gullies".

The remaining 1 760 acres is divided in two by a large sand channel running through

the centre of the area parallel to the river.
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of the low weir has the following vegetation cover acacia
the young alluvial soils; and acacia scrub on the sandy olays,
on the red soils and sandy soils.

Rainfall at Kimande 14 years 1949 - 1963. Altitude 2 900 ft. Average annual rain-
fall 14.36 in.

Average Monthly Rainfall in Inches

Jan, Feb. Mar. Apr. June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

3.32 2.83 2.72 1.49 0.16 0.01 0.0 0.0 0.04 0.34 0.53 2.87

As in other parts of Tanzania, the rainfall is very erratic and poorly distributed,
so a system of agriculture based on rainfed crops is precluded and the only alternative
is a system based on irrigation.

6. )f the Pro osed Are
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A detailed soil survey of the above 1 760 acres could downgrade another 40% of the
area to leave only 1 000 aoree of really suitable soils, and these would not be in a
compact blook.

Construction of Weir and Channel

The length of the channel, as shown on H.Q.SK No.267/3, is approximately six miles.
The first 1.5 miles would be a non-irrigating ohannel and considerable excavation would
be necessary, some of it rock.

The weir would be a mass concrete structure with a orest level of 497.6 ft, that
is 5.44 ft above the lowest reoorded flow level in 1956 - 1957 (flow of 229 cusecs) and
7.59 ft below the highest recorded flow level (flow of 5738 cusecs) April 1957. Invert
level of off-take would be at 495.0 ft. The high flow would mean a water depth of 9.4
over the weir crest.

Fil WI.27 Folio 2 gives a description of the rock bar at the weir site, aleo Folio
189 Filo 58/2 C.R.210.

Costs of Construction

In November 1958.the Cost of construotion of the weir, headworks, main and dis-
tributary ohannels and main drainage channels was quoted as E35 000. There was also
a plan to inoorporate a road bridge with the weir. But it is not clear if the E35 000
included the oost of such a bridge-cum-weir.

The £35 000 quoted above does not include the costs of land clearing, land pre-
paration, or minor field ohannels.

Development costo per acre, assuming 1 000 acres irrigable are:

35 000 construotion + 12_220 clearing and levelling +
1 000 1 000

5 000 minor field Channels, roads, etc. = £55 per acre.
1 000

£55 x 1 000 = £55 000 or 1 100 000 shillings.

To the above figure there should be added the costs of improving the road to 'rings
and other agricultural and social services, which would range around £25 000. Therefore
total capital oosts for developing this scheme would be about E80 000.

9, Recommendations

The future of Pawags scheme as proposed by W.D.I.D. will depend mainly on the po-
tentiality of produotion, marketing and other economic and social factors, compared with
the present land utilisation by farmers.

The factors involved in that scheme indicate that its development in a single stage
would be a hazardous achievement. Planting trials for irrigated crops in the project
area should be conducted as a base for proper appraisals and planning of the scheme.

Social factors have also to be considered. The farmers are presently living in en-
vironments which are much different from the proposed new area.

Therefore, as an alternative to this scheme consideration should be given to the
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irr tion of a small area by pumping from the river about 1.5 cusecs initially, and to
increase the area gradually as the demand for irrigation water increases.

The land_olassification survey shows that there is considerably lesa land for ir-
rigation than was expected. Pumping water will be the only solution to satisfying local
needs.

A pumped irrigation scheme will not prejudice the eventual building of the weir if
the design of the pump scheme is flexible and its water could be supplied from the weir
in the future.
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Chapter_11

THE DEVELOPMENT OF STIEGLERIS GORGE AS A MULTIPnOS YliCT

1. Introduction

The R`ufiji River system drains an area of 68 500 sq. miles, almost one fifth of
Tanzania, and discharges to the Indian Ocean some 80 miles south of Dar-es-Salaam.

Stiegler°s Gor, , situated 100 miles upstream from the mouth of the River, is one
of Tanzania's most important natural resources and its development would be a major stop
towards full development of the Rufiji River Basin. The construction of a dam at the
gorge would be a multipurpose project, tbe benefits of which would be:

Power Generation
ii Flood Control

Irrigation
Navigation
Fisheries
leK:reation and Tourism

The Gorge was identified during the German administration. In 1955-60, the FAO
Rufiji Basin Survey team in the course of their studies Investigated various dam sites.
Two alternatives were put forward; the main features of these alternatives are:

Alternative I Alternative II

Type Concrete gravity Concrete gravity

Roadway Elevation 530 000 ft 600 000 ft

Total Crest length 1 150 ft 1 900 ft

Maximum height above river
bed 308 ft 378 ft

Full supply level 510 ft 580 ft

Total Reservoir Capacity 6 370 590 A ft 18 500 000 A ft

Maximum useful storage 6 369 530 A ft 18 498 940 A ft

Cost of Dam (1960) CO 267 000 E17 110 000

Installed Capacity 362 Mega Watts 430 Mega Watts

Firm Power 1 260 Million Kwh 3 359 Million Kwh

The FAO proposals were preliminary in nature and eniphasied the irrigation aspects
of the project. More investigations are necessary before definjtc plans could be laid
down. As stated in the U.S.A.I.D. report "Rufiji River Baeln" of 1967, the average flor
for the eleven year period from 1954-65 was 25 000 000 ac feet as compared with an
average of about 18 000 000 ac feet measured during the five years starting in 1954,755
and quoted in the FAO report. This would increase considerably the original estimate
of the power output of the project.
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Tho forecasted pouer demand increase in the near future reported on by A.S.M.I.S.
(1967) in 12 percent annuallyQ There are only three hydropower sites within short
transmitting distances of ¡he central/coastal system namely: Pone on the lower Wami,
Kidatu on tho Great Ruahaand Stiegler's Gorge on the Rufiji.

The cost per kwh generated for Stiegler's is estimated at 2.8 cents when fully
consumed; the cost from other tuo power sources has been calculated at between 5-6 cents
per kwh. On the other hand.) the heavy initial investment needed for dam construction
will possibly result in about the same unit cost in the first development stage. It is,
thereforedesirable to investigate whether Stiegler's Gorge project could be implemented
in stages.

In view of the predicted increase of power demand at 12 percent annually, the con-
struction of Stiegler's dam should be started around 1975. The feasibility studies,
detailed desie and financial arrangements are all time consuming. To meet this time-
table the feasibilitystud,y should be started immediately.

2. Rewommendaticzyl Proposal for a Feasibility Study

2.1

2.1.1 Surveys

Aerial survey of the river stretch where possible sites may exist.
(This work is in hand).

Reconnaissance soil and topographic survey over the potential irrigation
area, together with provision of necessary equipment.

Detailed topographic surveys for possible dam sites.

2.1.2 Access roads

Access roads are necessary oven during investigation stage for the facility
of transport of equipment, personnel, etc. The access road system should be well planned
and readily upgraded to meet the heavy duty requirements for dam and power, house con-
struction.

Equipment needed for investigation will include soil testing apparatus and diamond
drilling rigs. Field accommodation for the study team will also be required. Improve-

ment of the present air strip will be necessary.

2.2 Studies for the da

2.2.1 D e

There are six dam sites mentioned in the FAO report, Volume 71 parts 1

and 2. The dam site proposed by the FAO team in 1961 is located at 7°48'06"S and
37°51100"E. This site is about 71 river miles upstream from Utete. For each of the

prospective dam sites a detailed topographic survey and preliminary desio. ehould be

carried out with duo consiEeration Given to the foundation problems, material require-

ments and availability, ,:ee management studies, power generation costs, to evaluate

relativo merits.

2.2.2 Tyce of dam

The FAO report suggests a concrete gravity dam with bypass tunnels.

Various types of possible dam construction should be investigated such as rockfill,



2.2.4

2.2.5 Advisabil

2.4 Tee o

2.4.1 Genera

The average discharge3from the reservoir suggested in the FAO report
aro 21 200 cusecs for AlternativeI an-d 22 436 cusecs for Alternative II; sufficient to
irrigate about 1 000 000 acres of /and, ahieh is probebly in elexess of the available
land in Lilo area. The irrigetion potent1a1 in the loeer Rufiji area has been estimated
at 300 000 acres aad eith this area the costo of invpstigation and design will be very
311gh. a laege bed4 of 21dilea paa-somici eill be required, such as land surveyors, soilscientiete, Ixeofessional engineers and teohnicians. The area below the proposed dam
can be esiv:!deJ into four sectione) deoueibed below.
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concrete arch ov earth dam. Suitable sources of concrete aggregates and spillway con-
ditions uould present considerable problems and will influence the decision on the type
of dam structure selected.

2.2.3 L drolo wnto

More data ha e collected since FAO submitted its report in 1961,
eee flow according to the late st information e::ceeds the 1961 estimated flow

ea- J, percent This increases considerably the capacity of the reservoir and
pewee generation potential. Detailed iavestigations on hydrology, peak flood evaluation
and aatev management for power generation, flood control and irrigation are necessary,

aination of economic he o csed dais

This should be based on the water management studies, cost analysis on
;4pes, height and spillway considerations; and take into account the power generation
aspects, generating costs and consumption,

establishment of a cement :Lactou

When the type of dam i3 decided, and if a concrete dam is adopted, due
to the /ergo eolume of eoncrete involved it might be desirable to establish a temporary
cement factory fov the exclusive uso of the project.

generatio

lores Gorge ie most attractieo as a power Eschews, and the preliminary
inveetigatione show that power can be produced at a very low unit cost. Duo to tho
relatively email power consumption in Tanzania at the present time, and large capital
inveetment needed for tho dam itself, a thorough inveetigation on etaged development
should be undertaken. This io straight forward as far as it concerns the power house
and generating equipment, but for the dan construction, due o the elevation o2 intakes,
peno-tocha and opillway, it is more complicated.

The proposed feasibility study should therefore include

1. Possibility for a phaseJ evalopment covering dam construction and alterna-
tives.

ii. The preliminary design of the power station plant and
order to draw up quantities and a cost estimate.

based.
iii. An outline of the necessary transmission system and a
on the unit cost per kilouatt hour of fln power delivered

transmission lines in

feasibility analysis
to Dar-es-Salaam.

ht o he
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2.4.2 Areas north oe '41efi.4 river

North of the Rufdji River, immedaately downstream from the Gorge, there
is an area with a gross acreage of 30 000 consisting of soils of uniform alluvAal claye.
The average rainfall is of the order of 40 inches annually This area could be developed
for the irrigation of rice. Unfortunatley2 the FAO soiln map stops four miles from tho
river due to the relative inaccessibility of the area.

2.4.3 Areas south of RufiJi river

The area south of he river% immediately downstream from the damsite
and upstream from Utote2 ie characterised by sollo of variable Lexture ranging from
clays to sandy soils. The average onnual rainfall is about 30 inches. Irrigation will
be required when the flooding has been controlled. A mixed cropping peJtern could be
planned for this area which ontends to some 180 000 acres gross.

2.4.4 Utete area

In the area north of the river in the vicinity of Utete, the soils are
quite uniform and comparable to other soils north of the river. The major portion of
the soils in this area are alluvial clays with minor intrusion of sandy soils; the
average annual rainfall is about 30 inches. Irrigation will be necessary when flooding
has been controlled. This area, with a gross acreage of 36 000, is served with the best
communications in the lower Rufiji area2 and should therefore be developed firet if no
contrary indications are found during detailed investigations. E pumped Dilo* irriga-
tion scheme with a flood protection works should be established in this area at au early
date. The area on both banks of the river downstream from Ndunda to the sea coest io
characterised by very uniform poils eepecially on the north bank where extremedyuniCc.rm
elay soils extend over a very largo area. The gross acreage is estimated at about
180 000 acres, with average annual rainfall of about 40 inchee. The arca is partly
affected by tides, and detailed study of tidal effect will have to be conducted to
assess tho total 'availability of lana. The eons, climate end rainfall all indicate aa
area favourable for rice production ono° flooding le controlled and irrigation facilitiee

provided.

It must be stressed that2 although the most attractive benefit from the project is
power generation, the controlling of the flood flow of the Lower Rufiji river makes it
essential that irrigation be established2 since the livelihood of the area is currently.
dependent on the floods for cultivation2 which would cease once the dam is built and the
water stored for power generation. The development of irrigation schemes in the Lower
Rufiji must therefore be undertaken simultaneously with the Power Scheme.

The proposed feasibility study should.therefore,cover:

i. A pedological survey of the lands considered topographically suitable for
irrigation to Produce soil maps to 1:20 000 scale.

In agronomic survey of the irrigable lands to determine suitable cropping
patterns and rotation based on the soil survey findings.

iii. A sociolo cal enquiry into the problems which will arise with change of
agricultural techniques following the construction of the dam.

.iv. A general layout of irrigation system and detailed typical irrigation design

for a representative area in order to draw up quantities and cost estimates.

v. The establishment of an adeouate hydro-meteorological network for the area..
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2.5 Navigation

The broad lines of the river training work required for the irrigation schemes,
and to allow for navigation on the river, should be established and the cost of this
training estimated.

2.6 Other aspects

The feasibility study should cover the following additional aspects:

Fisheries

Recreation and tourism.

An economic evaluation of the scheme as a whole and a preliminary apportion-
ment of the cost of construction to its different components.

2.7 Estimated time requirements and costs

The feasibility study will inevitably require at least 3 years for completion, and
the report which emerges should include a time-table for the development of the Lower
Rufiji Basin. With 1975 as the target date for starting construction, the feasibility
study should begin not later than January 1969 since a foxther 3 yearyuill be requived
for desio* work and the arranging of financco

The cost of a feasibility study is tentatively estimated at eh 10 000 000/-.
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APpendix

SUMMARY OF REPORTS ON IRRIGATION DE OP T IN TANZANIA

1. Lake Victoria Drainage Basin

This area has been surveyed by Sir Alexander Gibb and Partnere and report of inves-
tigations submitted in December 1956. As the Nile Basin covers such a big area in Tan-
zania, the survey is of a very preliminary nature. However, the Nile Basin in Tanzania
was subdivided into three distinot areas:

1.1 Beet Lake Region

Areas under investigation by Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners are as follows:

a Valley
Mori Valley
Suguti Valley
Grumeti River
Raamagongo
Ikungu Bay

Majita Bay
Baumann Gulf
Guta
Mbalageti River
Near the ferry of Ukerewe Island
Near Kibara.

According to Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners report, the first five areas are
more suitable for implementation, whereas the rest of the schemes are less favourable,
for the following reasone:

These conclusions are preliminary in nature; more detailed investigations could
possibly affect the feasibility. However, Sir Alexander 0ibb and Partners° report in-
dicates clearly that only five areas should be concentrated on for future investi tion.

The areas and possible irrigable acreage are listed as below:

1.2 Sukumaland Re on

I]cunç Bay
Maji e Bay
Baumann Gulf
Mbalogeti RiVOr
Guta
Ukerewe (near ferry)
Area.north of Kibara
Near mouth of Grumeti
Mara Swamp

Mara Valley
Mori Valley
Sugutl Valley
Raamagongo
Grumo I;3

Soils and Topography both unsuitable
Soils and Topography both unsuitable
Drainage
Salinity
Salinity
Liable to flooding
Liable to flooding
River Salinity
Liable to flooding.

15 500 acres
1 500 acres
3 800 acres

250 acres
2 400 acres

Possible areas to be developed,according to Alexander Gibb's report, are:

Ma go Valley
Simiyu/Duma Valley
Isanga Valley
Bukeme Bay



Name of Scheme,

Magog° Valley
Isanga Valley
Simiyu/Duma Valley
Bukomo Bay
Other small areas
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Sima (Several areas)
Nassa Flats and Magu Bay
Nungwe Bay
Nzera Bay

The first four areas are considered to be more feasible,whereas the other
areas are not recommended in the report due to the following reasons:

Nungwo Bay Unsuitable soil and topography
Nzera Bay Unsuitable soil and topography
Wassa Flats and Ma y Unsuitable soils
Sima Arca Unsuitable soils

Of the areas proposed by Gibb's report, the following are listed:

Gross Ir

8 200
5 100
1 400
1 300
1 000

Total 17 000

Acres

0 hese proposed Schemes, Simiyu Scheme is proposed only on flood-protection
basis. No was proposed in the report, the gross area to be irrigated is rather
limited, on 1 400 acres.

In 1963, a YuL.slav Team made another survey of the same scheme. Later,
Dr. Dolfi of FAO WTO e a report proposing to build a dam to command an area of 20 000
acres.

In 1965, Gibb, was asked to investigate the saine scheme. Pending the sub-
mission of the report, it seems the difficulty of foundation and unfavourable topographic
conditions are the main problems of the project.

1.3 West Lake Region

According to Gibb's report, eight areas have been investigated, namely:

Ngono/Ikumba Swamps
Kashasho Valley (including Kabala Valley)
Ruiga Bay
Kishanda Valley
Kitangule Plain
Busenya Area
Diverere Swamp
Nsonsoi Valley

Of these eight areas, only the first three areas are considered by Gibb as
more feasible for development:

Gross Area (Acres)

N.no/Ikumba Swamps 17 340
Kashasha Valley 14 200
Ruiga Bay 500

Total 32 060



On the remaining five areas, Gibb's report considered the following areas not
euitable for the following reasons:

Area

Kishanda Valley
Kitangula Plain, and
Busenya Plain

Diverere Swamp

Nsonsoi Swamp
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Reason for unsuitability

High pumpliftp poor topographio
oondi4ions, and omoessivo ooil
acidity

Unsuitable soils

Poor soils and diffioult drainage
conditions.

It is to be noted that thetWest Lake Region lc rather a remoto aros in Tanza
nia. The proposals made by Alexander\ Gibb are of a very preliminary nature. More inves-
tigations are needed within these regions to decide which areas should be started for
irri tion. However, recently the Water Development and Irrigaion Division made some
proposals for tha development of the Kagera River, which is the largest tributary of
the Lake Victoria thin the Tanzania territory. A multipurpose dam has been proposed
for the power generation, flood control and irri tion. Preliminary studies show very
high potential of this scheme as it involves such a big area to be developed. However,
the high initial capital cost and remoteness of the area with re rd to the other part
of the Tanzania territory would possibly limit the immediate implementation of the scheme.

The Nile Basin within Tanzania oovers an area of 30 500 square miles.

The amount of water flowing into Lake Victoria from sources in Tanzania is
estimated approximately at 3 922 000 acrefeet a year. With such an amount of water and
land at our disposition, it would be rather difficul to draft a general plan for develop-
ment in the whole area without more detailed investigations. The first thought for
develOpment would be to abstract the water from the lake within fair range of pumping
lift.

Several looations along the coast have been selected for pumping irrigation.
Agridev is aotually working on field basis for the agricultural development along the
Lake coast.

If the pumping lift and pumping running cost could be analysed through Agridev
performances, and pumping irri tion layout could be made along the various areas on the
coast, this should be considered as the most feasible scheme that can be proposed for
the present time as it would involve less expensive and flexible initial costs for deve-

lopment.

In the West Lake area, in early fifties, the Bhagwant Sugar Estate was esta-
blished and the refinery wae in operation by 1955. Irrigation is practisod by overhead

sprinkler, pumping water from the Kagera River.

The Estate is still in the developing stage and is Prosperous. The Jiasonge

Sugar Scheme was proposed to increase s r cane production by outgrowers in the area;

the scheme is considered economically feasible as the initial capital reouiremene is

rather low.

Duo to difficulty of communication9 the West Lake Region is rather se?arated

from other regions. However, there is a tremendous potential for water resources deve-

lopment. The Gibbl.s., report is considered too brief It is recommended bat moee deLaii-d

survey should be maae to assess the futuro dave1opmen ecially ho Kagera River Dam

and its commanding areas.
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1.4 Smith Sound Sch.

The Smith Sound Scheme was originally proposed during the German AdministratiOn.
The idea is to convey water from Smith Sound at the southern etromity of Lako Victoria
over the southern watershed of the Nilo Basin to irrigate land in the Manonga Valley

and the Wembere Plain.

It was originally estimated that 570 000 acres of land were irrigable in the
Manonga Valley and Wembere Plain, and that in addition some 7 400 acres in the Isa
Valley oould be irrigated from the main canal between Smith Sound and Isaka. The esti-
mated flow of water needed for irrigation was 3 250 cusecs.

From the engineering point of view, there were two proposals to convey the
required water throu a 56 mile long transbasin canal. One is by multistaged canal
system along the main canal to reduce the excavation. All the power required to operate
the three pumping installations could be produced at a plant near the outlet of the main
canal. The other alternativo is to excavate a gravity canal with a maximum cut of 93 ft.

Cost estimates made by Gibb show that there would be little difference in
capital cost between the two alternatives.

The total cost of the Smith Sound Scheme,excluding the cost of reclaiming the
lands,was estimated to be in the order of £25 £30 million at the prices of 1956.

At the present rato it should be estimated at £40 000 000.

Furthermore, Alexander Gibb in his report mentional that original estimates of
land available of 570 000 plus 7 400 = 577 400 acres were not available. Only 220 000
acres of saline and alkali land could be found in the proposed area.

This scheme should be considered only for future potential.

1.5 Possible action to be taken within the next FiveYear Develo.ment Plan on the
lake Victoria Area

i a. Pumping Irrigation along the Lake Coas t.

bo Missenye Scheme.

o Detailed investigation. Simiyu Scheme is now under investigation.

More preliminary investigations needed in the near future.

Kakono

Mara Valley.

co Magog° Valley,

2. Lake Tanganyika Drainage Basin

2.1 Luiche Delta near Kigoma

Mr. Mary of FAO submitted a report entitled "Investigations for.flood control
in the Luiche Delta" in 1964. This reoort gathers together the basic data available in
1961 and outlines possible schemes of water control, flood protection and drainage. He
uggests that Nyangofa Dam be built to control the flood, and floodway to improve the
drainage.
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In 1966, Sir William Halcrow and Partners submitted a feasibility report en-
titled "Report on the Economio Feasibility of Flood Control, Irrigation and Hydro-electric)
Works in the Luiche River Delta".

In this report two schemes have been proposed:

Scheme A: No dam but replaoed by proposed Big Bend flood
control diversion.

Scheme B: With Nyangofa Dam.

The Halcrow report favours Scheme A:

Both these reports mention the high silt content in the river and no effeotive
desilting devices have been suggested to dispose of the silt, which is surely the main
technical problem to be solved before the total scheme area is started. As a step-by-
step development was proposed in the Halcrovr report, the proposed preliminary drainage
works, involving clearing the Shepstone Channel and rehabilitating the old western and
eastern Luiche Channel, with a total cost of £16 000 could be implemented immediately.
The proposed second step is to provide internal drainage works in some of the developed
areas within a total cost of £142 000. The implementation of irri tion facilities
should be very cautious as the silt content is so high for both Schemes A and B. It
should be implemented only when more studies on silt deposition are made and proved to
be feasible.

Pangani Valley

3.1 Historical background

In 1961, Dr. Dolfi of FAO submitted a report entitled "The Nyumba ya Mungu
Storage Scheme on the Pangani River".

Proposals were made, apart from the generation of power, to use part of the
basin water resources in the upper reaches of the basin, where favourable conditions
exist for agricultural development, for irrigation, and part of the balanced water to be
used in chosen areas downstream from the reservoir in the same district. However, ao-
cording to a report prepared by Dr. Dames, FAO Soil Expert, only limited areas of the
mid-valley can be considerad as having soils of good quality from the point of view of
irrigation farming.

In 1962, Halarow and Partnerssubmitteda report on "The Development of the
Pangani River Basin". In this report, the irrigation development in the basin has been
divided into three areas, namely:

(A Lower Moshi
(B Middle Pangani
(C Mkomazi Valley."

The Lower Moshi area has been sub-divided into:

"(1/

Rau Area
2 Miwaleni Spring and Kahe Area
3 Soko River Area

(4 Rimo River Area."

In the Middle Pangani Valley, two areas have been mentioned in Halcrowls
report:
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Marwa
Naururu,"

In the lower Pangani, the Mkomazi Valley has been suggested.

All these schemes have only been investigated in a preliminary way. Further
feasibility studies are needed to confirm the viability of the development.

3.2 The Special Fund Project

In 1964, a United Nations Special Fund Project commenced to investigate the
potentials of the Pangani and Wami Valleys. This project ended in February 19689 and its
findings are given in Report FAO/SF: 42/TAN 4, 1969.

Proposals aresubmitted for irrigation development in the Pan:zni River Basin
at Kahe Miwaleni upland and Naururu, and for pilot schemes on the Wami coastal plains.

4. Wami Vallo

Dr. Dolfi of FAO submitted a preliminary report on the Wami Valley in 1963. In this
report he suggests that a largescale irrigation development can be implemented in two
areas:

The alluv al plain in the Central Plateau
A strip of he ooastal plain.

In the central plain areas, the report suggested six reservoirs to be built to
control the whole river flow. More detailed investigations are needed before any realis-
tio and phased development oould be laid down. A suitable pilot scheme is surely the
first step for development.

More detailed surveys were undertaken by the United Nations Special Fund Team, and
the results of these surveys are given in the final report mentioned above.

5. Ruvu River

Mr. Chablani of FAO submitted a report entitled "An outline plan for the Development
of the Ruvu Basin". The main suggestions made by Mr. Chablani are:

That a total of 23 dams be built to control the flood and to provide required
irrigation water for development.

It was stated that first priority should be given to Area I:, followed by Areas II
and III, with emphasis on the development of the Mgeta Area firut. The proposal to con-
struct the group of 23 reselvoirs is also put into three phases:

Phase 1. Dams 1 to 7 concentrated:in the Mgeta Catchment.

Phase 2. Dams 8 to 10 including Kidunda Dam in the Middle Ruvu.

ii. The following three areas could be developed for irr on:

Area I 168 000 Gross 110 000 Net.

Area II 234 000 Gross 160 000 Net,

Area III 29 000 Gross 20 000 Net.
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Phase 3. Dams 11 to 23 for the development of lower reaches of the Ruvu River.

In 1962, a French technical Mission submitted, another report in greater detail. In
this report, emphasis has been given to the building of the Kidunda Dam as the controlling
structure for the development of the Ruvu Valley. They suggest that the seasonally
flooded area along the Ruvu between Kidunda and the Indian Ooean is the most suitable for
agricultural development. Nevertheless, this development is in connection nith the flood
control of the Ruvu River and its boundaries; the building of the Kidunda Dam, essential
for flood control, seems to be the first condition for a land development programme.
When this will be built, most soils now lying fallow will be able to be developed, ir-
rigation becoming possible with water stored in the reservoir.

The costs of the 23 dame have been prepared by Mr. Chablani as listed in Table VIII
of his report. From this table, we can see that the Kidunda Dam is much more favourable
than the others as the cost per ac. ft. of reservoir capacity is only shs. 33/ ac. ft. to

compare with the second lowest of sha.280/ ac. ft.

The favourable condition for building the Kidunda Dam is not only to compare with
other proposed dams in the Ruvu Valley, but also to compare with any other dam in the
country. The cost of ac, ft. of capacity or the cost of regulated flow or the cost of
unit area of land development under the command of the Kidunda iB BO low compared to any
other proposed dais in this country that further economic comparison is considered un-
necessary.

The power potential in the Ruvu Valley is not hi principally due to topographical

conditions. The development of Ruvu Valley is mainly agricultural. Aleo there has been
a recent proposal to grow a large area of soft wood for pulp production, with a plant

near the Ruvu Bridge.

The Kidunda Dais is now under detailed investigation by the Chinese Aid Mission.
Pending the results of the investigation, soil eurveys should be carried out in the areas
for future development of land. The French Mission listed the priority as Areas, C, D,

and E in the No.3 Drawing of their report. All these areas are big. A preliminary soil

survey will be necessarylto find:

i. Total suitable land for irrigation, and

Priority for development and phases.

Detailed soils survey and topographic surveys are expensive. They should be concen-

trated in the most promising areas for development.

The Mgeta plain is more fertile than Lower Ruvu, but the communication and marketing

conditions are less favourable. However, the MIvuha pilot scheme as proposed by the
French Mission should be implemented as soon as possible to ascertain the economic value

of development.

Besides the Mtvuha pilot scheme, recommendations for a pilot scheme called Kwala,

located near the Ruvu railway station, have been submitted by another French Mission.

This is a most important scheme, and the report is very complete, giving all bills of

quantities for construction. The scheme has been shelved as it was feared that it would
duplicate the State farm proposed by the Chinese Mission.

The Mgeta Plain, according to French Mission's report, should be developed under the

following priority:

The western Kiraki area and the Mgeta Mugazi area.

The M' i Bwakira areas.



The Bwakira Dutumi area.

The eastern Dutumi area and the Kilengwe area.

6. Rufiji River Basin

6.1 Potential for development

The potential for land development in this vast river basin is enormous. The
FAO report "Preliminary Reconnaissance survey of the Rufiji Basin" indicates that 155 000
acres of land could be developed. In a vast river basin such as the Rufiji, all con-
siderationssocial, technical, human, organizational, economic and financial indicate
clearly that development should proceed by successive stages.

The basin presents opportunities for multipurpose development of land, power
generation, flood control, and navigation, in that order of priority.

Al]. these developments are more or less interrelated. Furthermore, the basin
is divided into three regions: Usangu, Kilombero and Lower Rufiji.

As far as land development is concerned, the FAO preliminary reconnaissance
survey of the basin suggests that the development should proceed in three stages (p.50,
Vol.I).

First Stage

This comprises the development possible with the minimum of capital
expenditure. Water is to be taken from streams as they now areunregulated. No storage
dams are included, whether for water supply or for flood protection. Only relatively
minor works of protection against flooding, river diversion, or drainage, are assumed.

Second Sta e

This is intermediate between the first and third stages. It is visual-
ized as including the construction of larger works only on a moderate scale, technically
not difficult and financially not too costly, either in actual amount or in relation to
their prospective benefits.

Third Stage

This comprises the full control of river flows both for provision of
irriLtion water and prevention of flooding, and the extension of irrigated cultivation
to the maximum ultimately possible.

Although there is no clear division between these three stages, the general
programme is quite olear.

6.2 Economic aspects

The 1960 FAO report was written with the emphasis on the engineering side.
The economy is based on figures of engineering costs and of the value of the products
to be expected. The expected yields and prices of the various crops however depend on
so many basic faotors,such as skill of cultivators, efficiency of the organization,
methods and means of transport, marketing or export of cash crops, methods of collecting
revenue, taxation, etc.

Irri ion is an expensive investment. IrriLtjon schemes must be viable.
Cash crops should be included in a scheme plan. Marketing and means and costs of trans-
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port usually affeot the financial return. At present the costs of transport across the
Kilombero River are high and uncertain; this jeopardizes the development of the area
south of this river unless the bridge across the Kilombero is built. The development
south of the Kilombero is,thereforeirather limited for the present time.

The total land development potential is listed as follows:

Usangu 519 000 acres

Pawaga 12 000 acres

Kilombero 824 000 acres

Lower Rufiji 200 000 acres.

Total 1 555 000 acres

Soils very good, land clear.

Soils good.

Soila medium to good. 1 000 acres
already developed.

Soils sod,

Soils good, Some river diversion
and local drainage necessary.

Pasture management with some ir-
rigation.

Trial. Earth dams.
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Polder Scheme extension of trial
farm area.
acres.

irrigation.

Dry Valley
Idunda Valley

Total:

.3.2 K ombero va e

69 500

Luri R.

Rufiri R.

Mdulipa R.

Furua R.

Mpanga R.

Mgeta R.

Lumemo R.

Lumemo R. 1 250

Total: 13 840

6.3 Firststage development

6.3.1 Usangu

Nembera R. (Madibira) 5 000

Halali R. 8 000

Mbarali R. 25 000

Kimani and Great Ruaha R. 25 000

Chimala R. 5 500

Usangu N.W. and N. 1 000



6.3.3 Little Ruaha

Development of little Ruaha (or Pa a s a minor one when compared
with Usangu or Kilombero.

6.3.4 Lower Rufiji

The lower Rufiji development depends mainly on the construction of
Steigler's Gorge Reservoir which is estimated (in 1961) to cost, dam only:

The mitin purpose of the Steigler's dam is power generation rather than
de,/eleemon6. The imp1omew4ation will be economically justified only when the

:()?: power ):'avours Mhny dam cites have been proposed in the FAO Rufiji Report
al reporty".43) The merits of these proposed dam sites are listed as follows:

1. For power generation.

Steigler's

Mtera Dam,

2. For land development (or partial power generation).

Mkasu

Taveta

Msana

Ngalenge

Iringa

Doliya

I.rali

Kimani

This priority list of dams is very tentative in nature. It should be
revised according to information collected from time to time. However, it gives some
idea where to concentrate investi tions needed in the near future. The selection was
based on unit cost of reservoir, locations and landa commanded.

7. Maingasi River BasLa

This is a river basin between the Pangani and Wami. The development of this basin
is interesting because of its small size, which is about 1/4th, 1/6th and 1/8th respec-
tively of those of Ruvu, Pangari and Wami.

Dr. Dolfi9 FAO Irrigation Engineer, submitted a report antitled qlsangasi River
Basin". A hi;orage dam was proposed wdth an impounding capacity of 60 .000 ac, ft. to
irrigate an area of 10 000 to 15 000 acres in the plains.

The total cost of this river basin develoPment was estimated at £2 750 000.
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Alternativo 1: £10 267 000

Alternative 2: £17 110 000
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The project is favourable duo to the zAall amount of capital requirement compare0
with any other river basin in this country; and the overall eapiCal reeuiremen iauelx
within the financial capacity of the Government.

However, the report is very preliminary in nature. Moo ao4aAJed laveuti6;aion
are needed for feasibility studies. Moin problemc .nvolved are hydrola!-ff and coi!.
It iB essential that yzuging stations are installed.

8. Lukuledi Basin

This basin is located at the southern pari. of Mtwara Region The total catchment
area is 1 850 square miles, draining into tho Indian Ocean ab Lindio

Mr. Mary of FAO submitted a report entitled "Lukuledi Basin" In 1962. In this report
he proposed to develop the basin by improving the drainage of the river.

Detailed surveys are necessary. However, the following are suggested;

Survey and design of the present Mahiwa Experimental Farm as an irrigation
pilot scheme,by the Water Development and Irrigation Division's o engineers.

If the investi:Ation proves favourabl it would not be difficult to implcment
the scheme, as it covers only a few hundred acres of land development. As the diversian
weir is already built only drainage and field canals are necessary.

iii If the Mahiwa scheme is proved to be successful, the same pattern could be
applied to the land available within the basin.
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x2

CATTLE CENSUS IN ISMANI AREA CONDUCTEM BY THE
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTS AND WILDLIFE

Villa e Cattle Goats Sheep Donkeys

Kininga 5 172 1 117 385 38
,-ono f 432 330 197 12

WOolnia 1 436 312 70
IhagalqTa 2 310 627 245 38
Uhambingeto 6 454 1 203 348 149
Kitapilimwa 2 344 545 312 24
Dunguya 4 449 367 64
Mafifila 2 051 254 155 14
Ilambilole 4 712 1 246 1 342 88
Matembo 364 99 98 18
Manyambuma 257 54 82 8
Mgiha 2 596 340 98 18
Ikengeza 726 193 310 19
MalengaMakal 277 98 148 23
Nyangoro 521 88 113 2
Chadindi 303 24 34
Mangawe 428 74 31
Rollo 272 20 4
Muwimbi 1 122 439 259 16
Mkungugu 142 53 18 12
Kihorokota 1 406 308 165 95
Kisilu 871 58 16
Igula 629 111 54
MalengaMakali 134 65 15
Makundupa 78 35 50
Mhawana (Muhwana) 265 132 89
Ngege 201 150 70 2
Nyakavangula 185 110 105 6
Lukalasi 203 165 101 5
Masega 107 62 15 2
Mwanzagala 205 106 111 8
Itimbo 309 109 208 11
Mkulula 345 385 42 1
Nyakabema 245 92
Ihumbilisa 237 128 69
Mpalagaga 178 28 6
Balali 352 1 871 120 10
Mseke 301 83 104 5
Mawalewela 2 166 502 262 10
Nduli 3 755 1 032 876 42
Mlangali 2 130 262 381 5

OPS01010100

TOTAL 51 866 11 592 7 137 680
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Appendix 3

LABOUR REQUIREMENT FOR ONE ACRE OF MAIZE

Maize Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

o

/

Total man day per acre 19: With a peak demand of 0.15 man per day during March, April, June, and July
and August. This would limit an average family of 2 labour units (assuming 1 unit the husband, 3 wife
and child) to about 10-15 acre plots. 4

Shelling and
bagging 6
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Appendix 4

LABOUR REWIREMENT FOR ONE ACRE OF GROUNDNUTS

Groundnuts Jan, Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

45/
Drying shelling
and bagging 60

Total man da er day .per acre 118: With an average demand of 1.3 man per day during May, June, July
and a peak of 2.3 in June. This would limit an average family of 2 labour units (assuming 1 unit for
the husband, the wife and* a child) to about 0.75 of an acre, if no additional labour is employed on
the farm. 4
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Appendix 5

PRICE OF MAIZE IN IF2NGA DISTRICT 1965/66 MARKETING SEASON

Board prices are fixed for the season.

Cooperative Society's Levy amounts to oh 1/80 for 90 kilo bag net.

Transport charges amount to oh 4/05 for every standard weight of 90 kilo bag net.

District Couneil Cese is calculated at the rate of 4 percent ad valoren of the fixed price of the maize per 90
kilo bag net as per the grades of maize. Under the produce Ceso Act published in the Tanzania Gazette Supplement
No. 17 of 2 April 2965 G.N. No. 172, such cese must be payable to the nearest 5 cts, or multiple of 5 cts, to the cese

so calculated. Under these conditions/therefore, the amount of ceso recoverable from the price of a standard 90 kilo
net (i.e. eh 34/20 for grades I and II etc.) when recovered at the rate suggested in the table per kilo, will amount
to Grades I and II eh 1/40 Grade III oh 1/30 and Grade IV sh 1/05.

Price per bag of
90 kilo net (in oh)

Price per kilo Coop.
(in cents) Union's

Levy

Coop
Society's
Levy

Transport District
Charges Council's

CEss 4%

Total de-
ductions

d II 34/20 -138 /02 7/04.5 /01.6 /08.1
Approx. 408 430

III 31/50 /35 402 404.5 /01.5 /C6 427

Ir 26/10 429 /02 404.5 401.2 407.7
Approx. 408 --/21

Notes

Grade oard's Price f.o.g. Deductions from Price per kg Price to Grower
free on Cooperative Unions Godown) (in cents) per kg



6 21 knots

January 39.6 hrs

February 46.0 hrs

March 33.3 hrs

April 109.0 hrs

May 138.0 hrs

June 160.0 hrs

July 138.0 hrs

August 163.0 lira

September 170.0 hrs

October 136.0 hrs

November 74.8 lira

December 24.2 hrs
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Appendix 6

POSSIBILITIES OF RAISING WATER BY WIND POWER IN THE
ISMANI/IRINGA AREA

Duration of wind velocity in excess of 6 knots during the period 0430 1930 hours
east at Iringa Airport, and duration of wind velocity at over 21 knots, 1957-59.

Total 5 400 hrs

Assuming an efficiency of 20 percent.
With a wind wheel of 6.1 m diameter and a pumping head of 40 metres the output

should be:

6(1 231.9 + 21.6) m3 3 760.5 m 831 070.5 gallons.

over 5 400 hours per year. This figure has been taken i.e. 15 hours per day, as
there are no records Of wind velocities at Iringa from 1 800 hrs 0060 hrs. As the
general pattern of winds at night in the tropics is similar, the wind velocities at
Dar es Salaam have been referred to. There is almost complete calm during the night
at Dar-os7Salaam Airport, so the output from the night time winds, if any, has been
ignored.

1 231.9 hrs 21.6 hrs 4 146.5 hrs

over 21 knots 0 6 knots

hrs

hrs

hrs

hrs

Q hrs

16.2 lira

1.8 hrs

2.7 hrs

hrs

0.9 hrs

hrs

O hrs
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